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Conductors are often associated with a specific body of work

in their repertory. Gustav Mahler's conducting repertory contained

some major Wagnerian works, including Tristan und Isolde. Mahler's

first performance of Tristan took place during his tenure at the

Stadttheater in Hamburg (1891-1897). It remained an integral part

of his repertory through his tenure at the Vienna Hofoper (1897-

1907), and was one of eight works he conducted at New York's

Metropolitan Opera (1907-1910).

This study includes a brief history of Mahler's education and a

description of his conducting style characteristics. It traces the

reception of Mahler's productions of Tristan from Hamburg to New

York, and focuses on his performances at the Hofoper and at the

Metropolitan Opera. Sources used to determine performance changes

he made include letters, personal reminiscences of friends and

critics, and newspaper and journal reviews.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Throughout the course of Western music history, several

composers emerge as exemplary for having excelled not only as

composers but also as conductors. In the late nineteenth-early

twentieth centuries, Gustav Mahler stands out as a great composer-

conductor. Conductors carry with them a specific repertory with

which they closely identify. For Gustav Mahler, this body of

compositions included Tristan und Isolde by Richard Wagner.

Wagner's early operas were a great influence on him in terms of his

compositional style, and that influence carried over into his

conducting repertory.1 Records indicate that Mahler conducted

Tristan throughout Europe, beginning in Hamburg in 1891, and

continued to conduct it during his tenure at the Metropolitan Opera

in New York City in 1908. Indeed, it was the piece with which he

1Donald Mitchell, Gustav Mahler: The Early Years, revised edition (Berkeley:

University of California Press, 1980), 52.
1
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made his Metropolitan Opera debut. Richard Aldrich, music critic

for the New York Times from 1902 to1923, said of this performance

... Gustav Mahler [has come] to occupy the chief place in
the conductor's chair. He made his first appearance before
a New York audience last evening, conducting the first
performance given there this season of Tristan und Isolde....
The performance was indeed a remarkable one...the score
was revealed in all its complex beauty, with its strands
of interwoven melody always clearly disposed and united
with an exquisite sense of proportion and an unerring sense
of the larger values. 2

He continued to conduct Tristan in New York for ten more

performances during his tenure, although because of his failing

health, the last season (1909-1910) saw only one work,

Tchaikovsky's Pikovaya Dame. conducted by Mahler.

The Tristan of Mahler's New York was vastly different from his

Viennese interpretation. Harold Schonberg states:

At the Metropolitan he had better voices to work with than
he had in Vienna.... In Vienna he conducted all operas without
cuts. In New York he not only used the standard cuts,
but even introduced new ones on top of the old. Sets that

2 Richard Aldrich, "Tristan und Isolde." Concert Life in New York: 1902-
1923 (New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1941), 198-200, original citation in
New York Times, January 2, 1908,9.
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would have driven him into a rage in Vienna merely amused
him in New York.3

Why the changes in attitude and temperament? Schonberg further

suggests that perhaps Mahler thought "provincial Americans" would

not know if he changed the score. "Many European musicians of the

day did come here with an honest belief that America was, by and

large, a wilderness; that cowboys and Indians were on the other side

of the Hudson river."4 Was this the case with Mahler?

To date, the majority of research concerning Mahler's

conducting performances is found in newspaper and journal reviews.

Zoltan Roman has collected some of these reviews and letters in a

volume concerning Mahler's work, though only the New York years. 5

This study will focus on Mahler's presentations of Wagner's

Tristan und Isolde, in New York City, in comparison with his earlier

performances. The main emphasis will be on the February, 1903

performance in Vienna, and the January, 1908 performance in New

3 Harold C. Schonberg. The Great Conductors (New York: Simon and Schuster,
1967), 232.

41bid., 233.

5Zoltan Roman, Gustav Mahler's American Years 1907-1911: A Documentary
History (Stuyvesant, NY: Pendragon Press, 1989).
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York. It will look at interpretative changes he made with regard to

music and personnel, and reception from audiences and critics.



CHAPTER II

EDUCATION AND FORMATIVE INFLUENCES

The musical ambience of Vienna undeniably had a profound

effect on the young Mahler (b. 1860), both inside the conservatory

and out, as did the climate of his hometown. Generally these cities

and his educational experiences therein are cited in reference to the

development of his compositional style, but it is also possible to

discern influences during his formative years that had striking

effects on his conducting technique.

Mahler's childhood home, the small Bohemian town of Jihlava,

possessed a musical tradition that unquestionably was influential on

the young musician. The local performers practiced both early and

modern techniques.1 Mahler's parents apparently encouraged his

musical training, for Alma Mahler related an anecdote citing the

evident occasion at which his parents decided to support his talent:

1Donald Mitchell, Gustav Mahler: The Early Years, revised edition (Berkeley:

University of California Press, 1980), 52. Mitchell states that Jihlava had approximately
25,000 inhabitants in 1911, the year Mahler died.

5
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Once on a visit to the parents of his mother...Gustav could
not be found. After a long search he was at last discovered
in the attic, strumming on an old piano. From that day on his
father was convinced that he was destined to become a
musician. 2

It was as a pianist that Mahler made his first musical

progress. The date of the above anecdote is uncertain, however it is

believed to have occurred around age four.3 His talents manifested

themselves at an early age, and his father began to seek music

teachers for his son. Mahler's first teacher was a double bassist, a

member of the orchestra in Jihlava's theater. This was at age five,

and by the time he was six he had moved on to study with the

Kappellmeister of the same theater, Herr Franz Viktorin.4 At the

same time, or shortly thereafter, he began musical instruction with

Herr Johannes Brosch, a pianist. The young Mahler learned so

quickly that at age eight he took on a pupil of his own.5

2AIma Mahler, Gustav Mahler: Memories and Letters (1946) revised edition ed. Donald
Mitchell (New York: Viking Press, 1969), 145.

3 lbid.

4 Mitchell, op.cit., 22.

5lbid.
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A subscription concert was organized on October 13, 1870, by

his ambitious parents, themselves anxious to show Jihlava what a

genius their child was, and it was at this concert that the ten-year-

old Mahler made his musical debut. The program is unknown. The

Jihlava paper reported on the recital:

The great success the future virtuoso achieved with his
audience did him honour; one could only wish that for his
excellent playing he had had an equally good instrument
at his service. If the young artist's former teacher, Herr
Kappellmeister Viktorin, hears of yesterday's success, he
can certainly be pleased with his proteg6.6

Nothing seemed unusual with regard to Mahler's formal

education prior to his entrance at the Vienna Conservatory. He

entered the Gymnasium at Jihlava at age six, concentrating heavily

on languages. This language concentration probably contributed

importantly to his preparation for an operatic conducting career.

Mahler was considered a bright child, and a potentially good student,

but this did not manifest itself at Gymnasium. Donald Mitchell

suggests that this is due to an unusual amount of "musical day-

dreaming." "It may have been that Mahler, by the time he had

6Ibid.
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grappled with his developing musicality... had little energy to spare

for schoolwork."7 His parents transferred him to a school in Prague

in 1871, perhaps hoping a better environment would encourage his

studies. Apparently this was not the case, for Mahler moved back to

Jihlava in 1872.

A turning point in Mahler's development occurred in 1875.

Gustav Janowitz, a musician from Prague, had occasion to hear the

boy perform Beethoven's piano sonata Op.81a, Les Adieux.

Janowitz's enthusiasm for the performance, and Mahler's obvious

talent for music persuaded his parents to enroll him in the Vienna

Conservatory in 1875. Mahler arrived in Vienna and immediately

auditioned for Julius Epstein, a renowned piano instructor. After

only a few moments of Mahler's audition Epstein declared to Mahler's

father "He is a born musician". "Epstein was not [mistaken], and on

20 September 1875 'student no. 326, Mahler, Gustav, aus Iglau, 15

Jahre' commenced his first term at the Conservatorium der

Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde in Vienna."8

71bid., 24.

8bid_., 26.
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Epstein proved to be not only an insightful teacher, but a good

friend as well. Upon his matriculation at the Conservatory, Mahler

was exceptionally poor. To help him, Epstein not only signed the

paperwork attempting to release Mahler of responsibility for

registration fees, but offered to pay half of them himself.9 This

was no doubt a show of faith on the part of Epstein that his student

was indeed unusual. Epstein went so far as to procure pupils for

Mahler in an attempt to help him make ends meet. The two

maintained a lasting friendship during Mahler's tenure in Vienna.

Mahler demonstrated the depth of his gratitude for Epstein in an

eloquent letter from Jihlava:

You cannot imagine the joy that your esteemed letter
has given me; I really do not know what to say in
gratitude for so much kindness. But even if I were
to write page after page in an attempt to express my
thanks, it would not amount to anything but: 'how very

like you.' Let me assure you, this is not just empty
talk, but something I really and truly mean.--Your
'wohltemperiertheit' will forgive me if I modulate
out of this gentle adagio of my feelings, through the

9Ibid.
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dissonances of my anger, into a tempestuous finale
that is really understood as 'ungemein rubato.' 10

Piano was not the only course of study for Mahler at the

Conservatory. He studied harmony with Robert Fuchs during his first

year. His composition teacher was Franz Krenn, with whom he

studied during his entire tenure. Krenn is reputed to have been

uninspiring, both musically and personally. Mitchell suggests that

"his creative ideals, we may presume, were hardly of a character to

fascinate either of the two geniuses who came under his

supervision, while his personal disposition seems to have been

forbidding."11 Krenn had an effect on Mahler the composer, but

according to Paul Banks:

The composition course was of dual importance to his
subsequent career, for apart from the usual tuition,
students were also expected to conduct rehearsals of,

10Gustav Mahler, Selected Letters of Gustav Mahler, ed. Knud Martner (Boston:

Faber and Faber, 1979), 53. This letter is undated, but Martner suggests that perhaps
it is from July, 1877.

11Hugo Wolf was studying at the Conservatory during this time as well.

Mitchell, op.cit., 44-45.
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and in some cases public performances by, the student
orchestra. 12

This was not the only stimulation Mahler received with regard

to his conducting. He continued to visit Jihlava during his study in

Vienna, and the theater in Jihlava performed several works that

were to become staples in Mahler's conducting career. Among these

were Don Giovanni, Le Nozze de Figaro, Der FreischLtz, and II

Trovatore. "It does seem improbable that Mahler would have missed

these productions on his own doorstep." 13 Travelling to Jihlava was

not Mahler's only option, however. The Conservatory itself provided

additional operatic stimulation, for it maintained an active opera

school. During his tenure there, the school performed whole or parts

of several significant works: among these were Lucia di

Lammermoor, Fidelio, L'Africaine, Aida, and Faust. Again, it is

doubtful that Mahler missed these productions, though there is no

evidence of him conducting any of them.

12 Paul Banks and Donald Mitchell, "Mahler, Gustav," The New Grove Turn of the

Century Masters, ed. Stanley Sadie (New York: W.W. Norton and Co., 1985), 82.

13Mitchell, op. cit., 31.
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Perhaps just as important a formative influence on Mahler as

the attitude inside the Conservatory was the attitude outside in

Vienna. Wagner represented "modernity, freedom, and progress."

Paul Stefan states that the "rallying-point" of the young people,

including Mahler,

was the Wagner Society, and there the Master's [Wagner's]
cause was upheld in word and deed. It is not known how
far Mahler took part in the struggles of that wonderful period;
he was often enough looked upon as a fanatic, because,
no doubt owing to Wagner's writings about regeneration, he
was at the time both an abstainer and a vegetarian.14

During Mahler's formative years, Wagner spent much time in Vienna

publishing and conducting his own works. It is known that Mahler

heard Gtterdammerung in 1879, and it is further believed that he

heard several other performances of Wagner's work during his

apprenticeship. 15 Tristan und Isolde was first performed there in

1883, but it is not known if Mahler was present for the performance.

Mention must be made of Mahler's relationship with Anton

Bruckner. Often, the two are placed in the same stylistic category

1 4 Paul Stefan, Gustav Mahler (New York: G. Schirmer, 1913), 18.

15Mitchell, op. cit., 52.
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in terms of composition. Bruckner, though forty years Mahler's

senior, proved to be one of the most significant persons in Mahler's

formative years with regard to his conducting. Mitchell relates the

following story:

On December 16, 1877 Bruckner himself conducted the
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra in the first performance
of his Symphony Ill. The premiere proved to be a complete
disaster. The audience thinned away during the performance,
and at the end there were hardly more than ten people left
in the parterre. In the standing places, however, was a group
of ten to twenty young Bruckner enthusiasts.... Among them
was Mahler, for whom the whole affair must have been a
lesson in Viennese musical politics.1 6

Undoubtedly, this negative reception profoundly influenced the young

Mahler. He became a conducting champion of the older man's work.

Mitchell states that, "as a conductor and eventual patron of

Bruckner's works, Mahler's record is a reasonably generous one."17

This indicates that Mahler found Bruckner's work to be significant

enough to study and perform. Evidence substantiates the belief that

Mahler performed Bruckner's works both in Vienna and in New York.

161bid., 67.

171id., 70.
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The techniques and ideas Mahler utilized in his conducting

career were undoubtedly begun with his first exposure to art music

by his first teachers. Viktorin and Brosch, who supported and

reinforced his interests and talents. The development of these

talents continued under the auspices of Mahler's professors at the

Vienna Conservatory, Epstein, Fuchs, and Krenn. The musical climate

further served to provide the young Mahler with a fertile

environment in which to continue his musical growth until his

graduation in 1878.



CHAPTER III

MAHLER'S CONDUCTING STYLE

Conductors are often forced to live with reputations given

them by critics and performers. Popular perception of Mahler on the

podium reveals "the tyrannical disciplinarian... flamboyant, highly

strung, whose rages are tempests."l This is in part true. However,

Mahler's conducting style underwent several changes in his career.

At times he remained a tyrant, and at other times he was much more

subdued. What were the reasons for these changes? How were they

tailored to fit the personalities of the cities and houses in which he

was working?

First it is necessary to address the outer conductor, that is,

the physical characteristics of Mahler's conducting style. He, like

many early conductors, was largely self-taught. There were no

conducting classes offered at the Conservatory in Vienna; however,

1Andrew D. Keener, "Gustav Mahler as Conductor," Music and Letters LVI

(1975), 341.

15
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Mahler had absorbed numerous influences. His style was, in part, a

synthesis of these influences combined with his own personal

tenets. An early silhouette by Alfred Boehler illustrates the

Viennese Mahler "in his early extreme flamboyance," with "his

extravagant gestures and leaps."2 Ernst Lert remembers that seeing

Mahler conduct in Vienna "made upon him the weird impression of a

frenzied gnome" with his "violent, often grotesque movements of

baton, head, hand, feet, body, and eyes."3 Harold Schonberg states:

In his earlier years Mahler was an energetic figure on the
podium, wrapped in emanations of nervous energy. Max
Graf, the Viennese critic, remembered Mahler as literally
rushing to the podium. "His conducting was striking enough
in his first years of activity in Vienna. He would let his
baton shoot forward suddenly, like the tongue of a poisonous
serpent. With his right hand, he seemed to pull the music
out of the orchestra as out of the bottom of a chest of
drawers. He would let his stinging glance loose on a
musician who was seated far away from him, and the man
would quail." 4

2 lbid., 354

3 Ernst J.M. Lert, "The Conductor Gustav Mahler," Chord and Discord I
(January, 1938), 14.

4 Harold C. Schonberg. The Great Conductors (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1967),

229.
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This energy he exhibited was perhaps a consequence of his striving

toward perfection. He was often a harsh taskmaster, repeatedly

going out of his way to pick on weak players, making them stand and

play solo presumably in an attempt to improve their performances.5

Mahler revitalized the performance practice of the operatic

medium, and brought it closer to the performance practice seen

today. "He was the first conductor to perform Mozart operas in the

manner in which we see and hear them today.... a chamber-sized

orchestra with Mahler accompanying recitatives on a harpsichord."6

He did away with second-rate performers, often firing older singers

and bringing in fresh, young vocalists. Perhaps with energetic

performers he was able to achieve new, energetic performances. He

became somewhat of a legend in Vienna for his unprecedented

manner of leadership.

Contrast this Mahler with the Mahler of New York. It is noted

that his mannerisms on the podium changed dramatically, and that he

was given to standing immobile, having rejected the animated style

he used at his earlier posts. Lert states, "Eventually he found that

5 Ibid.

6 Keener, op. cit., 343.
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he could eliminate most motion as superfluous and concentrate on

that subtle fluidum which establishes a deeper communion between

leader and his men than any amount of waving and signaling."7 The

reasons for this change were primarily physical. His "later platform

manner in America, which was far more subdued and economical"

was "known to be a direct result of being told that he had a weak

heart."8

It is necessary next to explore the changes in Mahler's

development with regard to dramatic and scenic presentation. His

first posts, those at Bad Hall (1880), Ljubljana (1881), Olomouc

(1883), and Kassel (1884), were small theaters. However, the

modest atmosphere of those theaters did not deter him in his quest

for perfect operatic presentations. 9 The theater at Olomouc was in

a severely depressed state, both financially and artistically when

Mahler took it over. His reception by critics was somewhat mixed.

The local press took an unfavourable view of the
appointment [Mahler's], and Mahler's authoritative attitude

7Lert, op. cit., 14.

8 Keener, op. cit., 354.

9 Banks and Mitchell, op. cit., 86.
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alienated some of the singers, but eventually the discipline he
imposed was reflected in the improved standards of
performance. 10

Mahler's quest for perfection continued into his tenure in

Vienna. One of the most significant collaborations in the history of

Viennese opera took place under Mahler's direction. Alfred Roller,

acclaimed stage-designer, created sets "that were quite startling in

their bold originality." 11 They were designed to facilitate quick

scenery changes. Mahler himself felt theirs was a superior match.

In a letter to Roller dated February, 1903, he stated, "I know we are

similar in one respect: in our completely unselfish devotion to art,

even if we approach it by different roads."12 One of Mahler's best-

known dictums, "Tradition ist Schlamperi" was aimed at the

"mindless routine which results from an unthinking acceptance of

101bid., 87.

11Keener, op. cit., 343.

12Gustav Mahler. Selected Letters of Gustav Mahler, ed. Knud Martner (London

and Boston: Faber and Faber, 1979), 268.
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convention." 13 It was toward this end that Mahler directed his

unconventional interpretations.

The Mahler of New York offered more subdued dramatic

presentations. His hunger for his own type of Gesamtkunstwerk

was less ardent. In a letter from New York to Alfred Roller dated

January 20, 1908, Mahler states that the audiences in New York

"though corrupt and misguided are--in contrast with 'our people' in

Vienna--unsophisticated, hungry for novelty, and in the highest

degree eager to learn." He goes on to say that they "are unspoilt--all

the crudeness and ignorance are teething troubles."14 The New York

audiences were in reality no less cultured than those of European

capitals, 15 but Mahler's apparent lack of concern for their operatic

fulfillment was due to his own failing health, not an inadequacy in

audience education.

13 Banks and Mitchell, op. cit., 89. "Tradition is slovenliness."

14 Gustav Mahler, op. cit., 310.

15A New York Sun article of March 22, 1908 (Section 3, p. 8) indicates a

concern among New York opera patrons that they are perceived by the Viennese as
"American barbarians." The article states that New York audiences are more concerned
with the performances of Caruso than they are of those by Mahler, thereby accounting
for their lack of excitement about Wagner's opera. The article goes on to state that
Mahler is in no way at fault, and "the most interesting singers, the most magnetic
personalities, are found in the works of the French and Italian schools."
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In contrast with his profound physical changes in conducting

style, Mahler changed little with regard to musical considerations.

In a 1909 letter to Bruno Walter, Mahler states, "...l require fresh

preparation each time for conducting the scores of other composers.

My only solace is that I really never had to abandon my way for a

new one, but was always impelled to continue on along the old

path." 16  While conceptions of works changed little, the means

through which he was able to perform these works did.

Rhythm and Tempo

The first elements outstanding in Mahler's conducting

technique are rhythm and tempo. Rhythm was a primary element in

Mahler's interpretations. Ernst Lert refers to Mahler's perception of

rhythm as "not the natural pulse beat of a composition but rather the

rhetorical accentuation of the evolving content of the work." He

goes on to remember a specific instance of Mahler's rhythmical

logic:

16 Gustav Mahler, Briefe, ed . Paul Zsolnay (Vienna, 1924), 417, translated
in Ernst J. M. Lert, "The Conductor Gustav Mahler," Chord and Discord I (January,
1938), 15.
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Pauses emphasized by fermatas....separate the three
fanfaresque chords which begin the overture to The Magic
Flute. When Mahler finished the first chord, the ensuing
pause was so long that I looked up from my score to find
out why the conductor did not continue. Just then he
attacked the second chord. Now came a pause that seemed
still longer. When the third chord was finally sounded the
audience had grasped the idea Mahler wished to convey: the
solemnity of the 'trumpet'-call. . ..Thus Mahler established the
central-idea of the Realm of Sarastro.1 7

He managed rhythm with freedom and adaptability, as in his own

compositions.

Tempo is a bit harder to establish in Mahler's conducting

history. Unfortunately no records exist of someone timing his

tempos with a metronome or a stopwatch. Lert stated:

We have only a few rather contradictory documents
pertaining to this subject [tempi]. There is, for
instance, a mythical letter (unpublished and anonymous)
supposedly written by a member of the Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra after Mahler's first performance
of Lohengrin at the Vienna Hofoper. The writer
asserts that he had played Lohengrin under Wagner's
own direction and claims that, since that time, Mahler
was the first conductor with the right tempi. He
stresses especially Mahler's conception of the prelude,
which he took just as slowly as Wagner himself, and
the prelude to the third act, which he lead in a
genuinely furioso manner. In short, his conducting

17Lert, op. cit., 18.
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was Wagnerian, because Mahler knew how to modify
the tempi to conform with Wagner's intentions.1 8

This account implies that Mahler's attention to detail with regard to

tempos was an attempt to recreate the composer's original ambition.

The New York Times reviewer stated:

Mr. Mahler... is one who seeks always sincerely
for the spirit of the composer and for its expression
through a natural and eloquent utterance....it is the
composer who is interpreted, not the conductor who is
exploited. 19

He exerted much effort making sure that every detail of contrast

was enunciated.

The New York Times review of the January 23, 1908

performance of Don Giovanni cited tempo as a primary distinguishing

factor of Mahler's interpretation of Mozart's work. "The most

significant feature of it [Mahler's performance] was in the matter of

tempo, which in several places differed from what lovers of Mozart

are accustomed to." The reviewer continues by stating that this

1 8 Lert, op. cit., 21. Lert does not give a source for this "mythical letter." It

is possible that this is, in fact, his own perception. Later accounts of Mahler's
performances cite tempos creating performances of excessive length.

19 "Yesterday at Carnegie," New York Times (November 30, 1908), 9.
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apparently unusual interpretation of tempo was part of Mahler's

attempt to recreate the work as it had been performed in eighteenth-

century performances. 2 0

Dynamics

Mahler's distinctive use of dynamics is another means by

which his conducting style is judged and recounted. Not only did he

adjust his dynamic levels to the various houses in which he

performed, but he treated dynamics according to the requirements of

rhetoric. Again he exaggerated the dynamic levels in the scores, to

the point of great tension. A review in the New York Times from

February 20, 1908 states, "There were times when Mr. Mahler did

not hold in his orchestra. He urged his men to huge crescendos. The

effect of these.. .was tremendous." 2 1

A performance of Bruckner's Fourth Symphony on March 30,

1910, elicited this response from the New York Times:

The freedom, breadth, and brilliancy of last night's
performance [of Bruckner's work], its many sided eloquence,
did much to carry conviction for the music.... the dynamic

20"Don Giovanni at the Metropolitan," New York Times (January 24, 1908), 7.

2 1"Siegfried at the Metropolitan," New York Times (February 20, 1908), 7.
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levels to which Mr. Mahler brought the orchestra were
singularly fine, with effects that were new and striking.22

Harmony and Counterpoint

Mahler allegedly exclaimed "there is no harmony; there is only

counterpoint."23 This is made manifest not only in his own music,

but in his renditions of the scores of other composers. For example,

he believed that there was no "accompaniment." To him, all lines

were independent and essential to the linear structure. In a

humorous letter exaggerating both his style of composing and his

style of conducting he writes, "My musicians play without paying the

slightest attention to each other and my chaotic and bestial nature

reveals itself in all its vile nakedness." 24 Mahler had no fear of

allowing discordant parts to sound together.

2 2"Final Concert of the Philharmonic Society," New York Times (March 19,

1910), 9.

2 3Paul Stefan, Gustav Mahler (New York, G. Schirmer, 1913), 18.

24 Gustav Mahler, Gustav Mahler: Briefe(1924), ed. Paul Zsolnay, rev. ed.

Herta Blaukopf (Vienna: P. Zolnay Verlag, 1982), 220.
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Instrumentation

With regard to instrumentation, Mahler helped to lead

orchestral performance practice to a much larger collection of

instruments than had previously been used. He utilized this

collection not only in his own works, but imposed it on the classics,

particularly Beethoven. He recognized the imperfections in some of

the brass instruments of Beethoven's time, and made the following

statement:

The unsatisfactory condition of the brass instruments at
that time [Beethoven] rendered impracticable certain
sequences of sound necessary to the undisturbed
maintenance of the melodic line. It was that defect
which gradually brought about the perfection of those
instruments. Failure to utilize these improvements in
order to achieve as fine a performance of Beethoven's
works as possible would be a crime. The ancient device
of multiplying the string instruments eventually resulted
in a corresponding increase of the wind instruments in
order to attain a balancing reinforcement of certain
parts without the slightest emendation of the orchestral
voices. 25

By adopting this method of expanding the size of the orchestra and

utilizing improvements in instruments, Mahler continued the trend

2 5Lert, op. cit., 25. Lert cites Paul Stefan, Gustav Mahler (New York: G.

Schirmer, 1913),66.
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toward significant changes in orchestral performance practice. He

increased the importance of the second violins, and exploited the

various colors of the woodwind section, enlarging the significance

of winds in general. His brass instruments served dramatic

purposes, both in his own music and in the music of others. By

utilizing the resources at his disposal, Mahler helped to bring about

the orchestra heard in modern orchestral houses.



CHAPTER IV

MAHLER IN HAMBURG AND LONDON

Hamburg was the location of the first German opera company,

founded in 1678 by composer Johann Philipp Fbrtsch. Due to the

strict regulations imposed on the arts by the "watchful clergy," also

known as the "biblical police" the subject matter was exclusively

biblical. 1 Reinhard Keiser took over the reins of the house in 1695,

and gave it the artistic impetus it needed, creating a dramatic rise

in standards of performance. Handel served as theatrical apprentice

under Keiser (1703-06) and paved the way for the last phase of early

Hamburg opera under Telemann.

1765 saw the building of a new theater. Standards rose again

under the direction of Friedrich Ludwig Schr6der (1771-80, 1786-

99, and 1811-12). Schroder introduced Hamburg audiences to works

by Gluck and Mozart, both of whom were significant

1Heinz Becker, "Hamburg," The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians,

20 vols., ed. Stanley Sadie (London: Macmillan, 1980), VIll, 65.
28
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composers of works in Mahler's repertory.

The Theater am Dammtor was built in 1827, allowing non-

musical drama a place of its own. Operas were performed in the

Thalia-Theater, which had its opening in 1842.2 Due to a significant

economic crisis and therefore a lesser opportunity for opera,

standards in performance dropped in the mid-nineteenth century.

The efforts of Bernhard Pollini (1838-1897) brought Hamburg opera

up to date both musically and technically.3 Under his tenure

Hamburg became a center for performance of Wagnerian opera. He

was able to bring talented singers and distinguished conductors to

Hamburg, thereby pleasing and satisfying "an audience of bourgeois

and financiers who were interested mainly in beautiful voices"4

Pollini introduced the idea of special fees for guest appearances,

and was therefore able to bring world-class artists to Hamburg. It

was Pollini who encouraged Mahler to leave his post in Budapest and

come to Germany. Mahler's appointment at Hamburg lasted from

21bid.

31bid. Pollini's given name was Baruch Pohl. He changed it in keeping with
popular Italian traditions.

4 Henry- Louis de La Grange, Mahler (Garden City, New York: Doubleday and

Company, 1973), I, 228.
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1.891 until 1897. Pollini (like Mahler) was undoubtedly an astute

negotiator, as a letter from Mahler to him dated October 14, 1890,

implies:

I am now prepared to accept your proposal, on
condition that you approve my salary without any
deduction, i.e. that you bear the responsibility for taxation
requirements, pension contributions, and any other similar
deductions. In the hope of having established my readiness to
make certain concessions I must, however, state most
emphatically that I am not in a position to accept any
further reduction of my demands, and am therefore looking
forward to your final decision in the matter.5

For the thirty-one year old conductor, the theater in Hamburg

provided him with opportunities he had not yet experienced.

Although he was not in charge of every aspect of theater life

including ticket sales and maintenence, as he had been in Budapest,

his new post brought with it a certain amount of prestige and

importance.

Mahler arrived in Hamburg on March 26, 1891. He was

enthusiastic about his new appointment, and wrote to his sister

about the beauty of the city and the vibrancy of its inhabitants. He

5Gustav Mahler, Selecte of Gustav Mahler, ed. Knud Martner (Boston:

Faber and Faber, 1979), 129.
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was excited about the higher level of performance, and about the

variety of theatrical activities. Pollini was out of the city, and had

invited Mahler to stay at his home while looking for his own

lodgings. Mahler's health was good, and Hamburg seemed to have

been a positive choice.6

Unfortunately, his infatuation with Hamburg did not last. The

cost of living was excessive, and Mahler had a difficult time finding

suitable lodgings. The weather worsened, and so did his health.

The situation at the theater in Hamburg presented additional

frustrations. Unlike his post in Budapest, he was not the theater

director, only the conductor. This meant he did not have control over

the dramatic activity, only musical activity:

In Hamburg, Mahler had at his disposal for the first
time a group of first-class singers, and especially a
Wagnerian "ensemble" of international repute that was
unequaled. In consequence, he was to experience
unprecedented joys as an interpreter and musician, yet
at the same time he suffered much frustration from a
dramatic point of view, since such problems were
always of secondary interest to Pollini.7

6de La Grange, op. cit., 231.

7lbid., 230.
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Pollini exploited his performers. He considered them "mainly as

merchandise: his directorial policy was based on the law of supply

and demand." 8 He often expected his singers to perform every night,

and he misused his conductors in the same manner. Mahler was

expected to conduct one hundred and fifty performances in a single

season, thus taking away from rehearsal time. Irmgard Scharberth

stated of Mahler's situation:

It is understandable that with such a working task
there would not be enough rehearsal time....The new
first conductor [Mahler] therefore had little more than
the strength and brilliance of his personality on which
he could rely on the evening of his performance.9

Mahler continued to strive for expressiveness and sensitivity from

his singers. Although this was of secondary importance to Pollini,

the latter allowed Mahler free reign to pursue his ideas because he

recognized Mahler's talent.

8bid., 229.

9lrmgard Scharberth, "Gustav Mahlers Wirken am Hamburger Stadttheater," Die

Musikforschung XXII (1969), 447.
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March 29, 1891 marked Mahler's debut. He conducted

Tannhauser. Critic Carl Armbrust, of the Hamburgisches

Fremdenblatt said in his review of the performance:

For a long time we have not heard a performance so
perfect down to the smallest detail.... From the first
note of the magnificently played overture to the last
chord of the opera, one felt the leadership of a man
with strong will and definite ideas; he has mastered
his task completely, a second Blow who--like him--
knows how to transmit directly to the performers
what he wants and feels, who leads the ensemble as if
by invisible wires, who clearly expresses his least
intentions, and who permits the soloists freedom of
interpretation whenever possible, but knows how to

impose his own will whenever it is necessary.... Especially as
regards the freedom of tempo with complete rhythmic
control and the absence of arbitrary fluctuations does
this interpretation seem so completely in the spirit of
Wagner. A slight relaxation or tightening of the reins,
an almost imperceptible hesitation over a melodic passage
in the orchestra to give a deeper and more expressive
effect, or a quickening of tempo for a more rhythmically
animated line, together with strict observation of the

composer's dynamic indications, all this gave the whole
work a quality such as we have never heard before! 10

Josef Sittard, music critic for the Hamburg journal, the

Correspondent, said of the performance, "Right from the first

10Carl F. Armbrust, "Review of Tannhauser." Hamburgischer Fremdenblatt

(March 31, 1891), cited in Henry-Louis de La Grange, Mahler (Garden City, New
York: Doubleday and Company, 1973), I, 231-232.
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evening, and as so rarely happens, the audience was literally

electrified by this conductor of genius!" Sittard compared Mahler's

conducting knowledge with that of Wagner. 1 1

Another significant critic approved of Mahler's techniques.

Hans von BClow wrote to his daughter:

Hamburg now has a new first-class opera conductor,
Gustav Mahler (a serious, energetic Jew from Budapest),
who, in my opinion, equals the greatest (Mottl, Richter,

etc....). Recently I heard Siegfried conducted by him...
and felt deep admiration for the way in which- without
a single orchestral rehearsal!- he forced those rascals
to dance to his tune.12

Blow's support of Mahler was to enhance the younger conductor's

reputation with the German public, as well as the impresarios. The

two men maintained a friendship that lasted until Blow's death on

February 11, 1894. Mahler conducted Beethoven's "Eroica" Symphony

11Josef Sittard, "Review of Tannhauser, " Hamburgisches Correspondent

(March 31, 1891), cited in Henry-Louis de La Grange, Mahler, (Garden City, New
York: Doubleday and Company, 1973), I, 232.

1 2 La Grange, op. cit., 232. No citation is given for the source of Below's letter,

although La Grange dated it April 24, 1891. Blow was referring to the March 31
performance of Siegfried.
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on February 26 as a dedication to B(l w. "Sittard considered his

interpretation 'entirely worthy of the departed Master '[Blow]."13

Mahler's first season in Hamburg brought with it another

unusual opportunity. The German premiere of Tchaikovsky's opera

Eugene Onegin was to take place at the Stadttheater, and Mahler was

asked to conduct it. It was presented on January 19, 1892, and

Tchaikovsky praised it, calling it "Quit marvelous. The conductor

here is not of the usual kind, but a man of genius who would give his

life to conduct the first performance."14

Mahler conducted Tristan und Isolde for the first time in his

career in Hamburg on May 18, 1891. It was one of nineteen

performances of Wagner operas conducted by him in May. Pollini was

adamant about maximizing Mahler's v sibility during the Wagnerian

festival.

Mahler was asked by Sir Augu tus Harris, director of Covent

Garden in London, to conduct a six-week period of German opera in

13Josef Sittard, in the Correspondent (February, 1894), cited in Henry-Louis

de La Grange, Mahler, (Garden City, New York: Doubleday and Company, 1973), I, 294.
This praise is of interest due to Sittard's usual disapproval of Mahler's Beethovenian
interpretations.

1 4Kurt Blaukopf, Gustav Mahler, trans. Inge Goodwin (New York: Praeger

Publishers, 1969), 93. Blaukopf does not give information about the location of
this letter, only that it was written to Tchaikovsky's nephew.
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London, both at Covent Garden and at the Drury Lane Theater. Several

singers from the Hamburg theater accompanied Mahler to London.15

They arrived in London by way of Southampton on May 26, 1892.

Harris's anticipated period of German opera included a Rin cycle,

along with Tannhauser, Fidelio, and Tristan und Isolde. Mahler

conducted eighteen performances in London between June 8 and July

23. One reviewer said of Mahler's Tris:an und Isolde, "Only the word

'perfect' could do justice to the orchestra, which worked wonders

under the direction of Herr Mahler."16

Mahler himself was pleased by the London performances. In a

letter to Arnold Berliner from London ated June 9, 1892, he wrote

of his satisfaction with his June 8 performance of Siegfried. A

second letter to Berliner dated ten days later stated, "Now Tristan

[is] positively an even greater success [than Siegfried]. Whole thing

really capital." 17

15 Kurt Blaukopf, op. cit., 93. These singers included Rosa Sucher, Theodor

Reichmann, Max Alvary, and Katharina Klafsky.

161bid., 93-94. Blaukopf does not give a source for the quotation.

1 7 Mahler, op. cit., 142. Berliner had begun teaching Mahler English prior

to his departure from Hamburg. The letters to hi from London were in English.
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Mahler invited the Sunday Times critic Hermann Klein to a

rehearsal of Tristan. Klein spoke of ahler's desire to speak in

English at rehearsals:

He would rather spend five minu es in an effort to find the
English word he wanted than res rt to his mother tongue or
allow anyone else to supply the quivalent. Consequently,
a short chat with Mahler involved a liberal allowance of time.
For the same reason, his orchestral rehearsals proved
extremely lengthy and, to a spectator, vastly amusing. 1 8

He went on to state:

And then it was that I began to
magnetic power and technical ma
He reminded me in many ways of
strong, decisive beat; the same
of time and rhythm. His men, w
in sections, soon understood hi

realize the remarkable
stery of Mahler's conducting.
Richter; he used the same,
clear, unmistakable definition
nom he rehearsed first of all
rn without difficulty.19

Mahler's position in Hamburg was improved by his success in

London. In the 1893-94 season he cor ducted the German premiere of

Puccini's Manon Lescaut, with Puccini in the audience, and a new

1 8 Hermann Klein, Thirty Years of Music
(New York: Century Co., 1903), 365.

19Ib i d ., 364-365.

ial Life in London (187)-1900)
V\d1 \..IIV 111 f..V11\dV11 \ I V/ V 11JVV/
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opera by Verdi, Falstaff, suggesting Mahler was slowly allocated

more responsibility.2O

Unfortunately, Mahler's dissatisfaction with his post in

Hamburg grew. In a letter to Anna von Mildenburg from his summer

residence at Steinbach am Attersee he revealed his feelings about

returning to Hamburg:

I dread returning to Hamburg. P Ilini himself cannot
imagine how circumstances will urn out there. With
all those conflicting interests, it will be explosive.
Will Pollini succeed in throwing Me out? What I should
do then, for there is nowhere a vacant post I could
accept. 2 1

Mahler spoke of his impending resignation in a letter to Max

Marschalk dated January 14, 1897. He stated:

I have managed to get my resignation through here
which means I shall be leaving y present job at
the end of May. They need a director in Vienna and
have come to the conclusion that I am the right
man for the job.22

20Kurt Blaukopf, op. cit., 95.

21 Robert Werba, "Mahlers Weg nach Wi n," Osterreichische Musikzeitschrift

XXXIV (October, 1979), 488.

22 Mahler, op. cit., 207.
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Mahler met Wilhelm Jahn, director of the Vienna Court Opera on 4a

trip to Dresden in 1897. Werba said of the meeting:

The two met on neutral territory. Mahler made known his
- interest in conducting in Vienna. Jahn was careful and

promised nothing, but he did let Mahler know that he had
a positive interest in him. He explained to him [Mahler]
that he was not thinking of resigning, but was waiting for
the result of an eye operation, then he would engage a
conductor. He promised to think about him. Mahler was
overjoyed.23

The Hofoper in Vienna engaged Mahler beginning with the 1897-98

season, (he made his debut on May 10, 1897, conducting Lohengrin),

arriving in Vienna to mixed sentiment from critics and the public.

2 3 Werba, op. cit., 491.



CHAPTER V

MAHLER AT THE VIENNA HOFOPER

Prior to Mahler's tenure at the M tropolitan Opera in New York

City he held the position of Music Director at the Hofoper in Vienna.

To achieve an understanding of Mahler's directorship and

interpretative efforts there it is first necessary to understand the

operatic situation in Vienna at the time of his appointment.

Before 1861, opera in Vienna was confined to the Court Opera

at the Karnthnerthor theater, locateddirectly behind the current

Staatsoper, where the Hotel Sacher is now. Because the Court Opera

was the center of Viennese musical life during the second quarter of

the nineteenth-century, it was decided that the "opera as an

institution deserved larger, more worthy premises." 1  The search

began for a design for a new building. Several suggestions were

proposed, the first by La Scala impre ario Bartolomeo Merelli

1Spike Hughes, Great Opera Houses (London: Weidenfeld and Nicholson, 1956),
46.

40
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in 1850. It "was to be built in a style combining features of La

Scala, the Fenice in Venice, and the San Carlo in Naples." 2 The

principal fault with this plan was that though it was to cost a

reasonable sum, Merelli demanded an annual subsidy deemed

unnecessary by the authorities. It was turned down. A second plan

was advanced in 1856 by a Milanese architect, but this too was

turned down. The selection commitee felt it was "unseemly that a

foreigner should design what was intended as a national monument." 2

It was to cost far too much in the eyes of the Viennese populace.

A competition was held in 1860 for the right to design the new

building. Eduard van der Null and August Siccard von Siccardsburg

were awarded the contract to design the new opera house.

Siccardsburg designed the comprehensive plan for the majority of

the building, while Null conceived of tie interior detail. Work

commenced in 1861, and was completed in 1869. Its Neo-

Renaissance style "reflects the splendour of the Habsburg Empire."3

The new theater was met with hostility and a decided lack of

2lbid., 47.

3Theophil Antonicek, Mosco Carner, and Rudolf Klein, "Vienna," The New Grove

Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 20 vols., ed. Stanley Sadie (London: Macmillan,
1980), XVIII, 724.
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enthusiasm. Newspapers daily printed slanderous articles about its

construction, and singers refused to leave the Karnthnerthor theater

to perform in the new house. Neither architect lived to see the

theater's completion; Sicardsburg had a stroke in June of 1863, and

because of the controversy surroundin the new facility, NLiI hanged

himself in April of 1863. Eventually tie new house opened amidst

bitterness on May 25, 1869, with a performance of Don Giovanni.

Several conductors preceded Mahler at the new Hofoper. The

first outstanding conductor was Hans ichter. His tenure lasted

from 1875 until 1897, and his primary concern was the perpetuation

of the music of his former teacher, Richard Wagner.4  His interest

was not only in the Wagnerian repertory, however, for he reinstated

several of Mozart's operas. At the same time (1881 to 1897)

Wilhelm Jahn was in residence, also a conductor. He specialized in

French and Italian operas in contrast to Richter's excellence with

the German repertory, and included performances of many of

Puccini's works, as well as those of Mascagni. In addition, Johann

Strauss's Die Fledermaus was performed in the Hofoper in 1894--

4Wagner's music had been introduced several years before by Karl Eckert. He
premiered Lohengrin in 1858 and Tannhauser in 1859.
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the first operetta to be produced in the house. Jahn's triumphs

included the premiere of Massenet's Werther in 1892. The two men

complemented each other's temperaments and tastes, and together

made the Vienna Opera an impressive force within Europe.

A new spirit began to envelop Vienna during the last quarter of

the nineteenth century, "a malaise and disenchantment which seemed

to spring from a profound uncertainty about the monarchy's future."5

The apparent political disintegration of the fin de sicle served only

to fuel Vienna's fire for cultural, artistic, and intellectual pursuits.

The year 1890 saw great developments in the fields of architecture

with Otto Wagner and Adolf Loos, painting with Gustav Klimt, and

the philosophical and literary works o Friedrich Nietzsche.

Sigmund Freud began his ground-breaking work in the field of

psychology in Vienna, and published his Die Traumdeutung (The

Interpretation of Dreams) in 1900. Vienna had become adept at

concealing the "sense of impending [political] collapse behind a

facade of waltzes and operettas.... No Jther city was so deeply

pervaded by a hedonistic attitude to life as the capital of the

5Antonicek, Carner, and Klein, op. cit., 724.
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Habsburg monarchy."6

It was in this environment that Gustav Mahler was appointed

director of the Vienna Opera, an engagement which was to last ten

years (1897-1907). The members of the press had mixed feelings

about the appointment. One letter from Mahler to Ludwig Karpath,

Austrian music critic, praised an article Mahler read in the

Fremdenblatt by saying it was "really charmingly agreeable" and "so

well informed."7 In another letter toKarpath, Mahler cited another

reporter's reaction:

Many thanks for your news! The cutting [clipping] from
the Aligemeine Zeitung [Munich], which I have just
received, speaks of 'utterances' I am alleged to have
made: 're-organization- forced retirements- new
appointments!' That sort of thing will not do me
any good--only set all the members on my back. Heavens--
what a wasps' nest I have stirred up!8

Although most of the press reports were positive, negative reports

such as the one above concerned Mahler. In a letter dated April 20,

6 lbid.

7 Mahler, op. cit., 222.

8Ibid., 219.
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1897, to German music critic and publisher Max Marschalk, Mahler

voiced some of his fears:

I just do not know whether I did the right thing in
accepting Vienna! I face the immediate future with
great anxiety. For the time being all I ask of Providence
is not to be kept from my 'vocation' for too long. You
know of course that what I most feared was being
made a director, which is precisely what has now
happened.9

It was not only the press that looked unfavorably on Mahler's

appointment. Hans Richter was not pleased either. Mahler's letter

to noted German physicist Arnold Berliner states:

All that my Vienna appointment as so far brought
me is immense uneasiness and expectation of struggles
to come. It remains to be seen whether the post suits
me. I have to reckon with the bitterest opposition
from unwilling or incapable elements (the two normally
coincide). Hans Richter especially is said to be doing
his best to make things hot for m6. But: vederemo ! This
has not been exactly a bed of roses either, and recently,
in particular, I have had to put p with really degrading
treatment. 10

Jahn offered Mahler Don Giovanni as his debut piece at the

91bid., 220.

l1lbid., 221.
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Hofoper. In an undated letter to Karpath he said:

What he [Jahn] offered me for my debut was Don Giovanni,
which of course I had to accept.... Frankly, I should really
prefer something other than Don Giovanni, but I could not
possibly refuse.' 1

For unknown reasons, Mahler's debut vas not with Don Giovanni, but

was instead Lohengrin on May 11, 1897. It was a success. A

reviewer in the Neue Freie Presse asked "what more can the new

Kappelimeister do after such a marvelous performance of

Lohengrin?"12 Mahler wrote to Anna von Mildenburg in a letter dated

May 17, 1897:

Yesterday and the day before I had no chance to write
you so much as a line. There was a tremendous whirl
of congratulations, visitors, etc.! All my troubles are
over now, thank God! The whole of Vienna hailed me with
out-and-out enthusiasm.... It's all going famously! The whole
company are very taken with me, and my position is an
exceptional one, quite splendid.13

11Ibid., 226.

12 "Hofoperntheater," Neue Freie Presse Nr.11752 (12 May 1897), 8.
It should be noted that many of the Viennese reviews were made available to me
without page numbers.

1 3 Martner, op. cit., 226..
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Mahler is no doubt referring to the end of his disfavor with the

Viennese after his debut. The performance was an unmitigated

success.

Mahler made some important changes in the manner of

presentation at the Hofoper. While it is true that his debut in Vienna

was a triumph, certain aspects of his performance garnered mixed

responses. He presented Wagnerian works for the first time in their

entirety. This ignited a heated controversy among the Viennese.

They were not fond of long operas. In addition, Mahler was the first

to move the podium to the place of prominence it holds in opera

today, in front of both the orchestra and the stage. This afforded the

conductor the only view of the entire performance. Mahler ceased to

allow the seating of patrons once a performance had started, and

was the first to lower the house lights during a performance. He

took great pride in presenting a perfect performance, both aurally

and visually. Erwin Stein stated:

At first the musical side, in particular the style of
singing, had to be improved, from the merely glamorous
to an artistic level. He had to contend not so much with a lack
of talent as with laziness, carelessness, and worst
of all, thoughtless routine. With Mahler one had to think
and feel every time afresh. If told it was tradition to sing
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or play a passage in a certain way, he would reply: 'Tradition is
slovenliness.' 14 When he cut out some extra top notes
and cadenzas which had been customary in Mozart operas,
the public's favourites were not pleased.15

The most important of his Tristan performances took place in

February of 1903. As is discussed below, he spent a large amount of

time seeing to every detail including tie construction of the sets. It

is the reception of that performance that will be examined here.

He did not have the inclination to work with older singers

caught in a routine disguised as "tradition." His new team was

"fanatically dedicated," and with them he was able to "realise [sic]

his intellectual concept of the theatre "16

Mahler's repertory at the Hofoper encompassed a varied

amount of material. In addition to the Wagner works, he conducted

Mozart operas, himself accompanying recitatives on the piano or

harpsichord. He conducted many contemporary works, including both

Leoncavallo's and Puccini's settings of La boheme, Strauss's

Feuersnot, Charpentier's Louise, Wolf's Corregidor, Bizet's Djamileh,

14 "Tradition ist schiamperei."

15 Erwin Stein, "Mahler and the Vienna Opera: i," Opera IV (January, 1953), 6.

16 Marcel Prawy, The Vienna Opera (New York: Praeger, 1970), 65.
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and Tchaikovsky's Eugene Onegin. The older operas did not escape his

interest, and he collaborated with Roller on historical productions

of Fidelio and Tristan und Isolde.

Mahler's Viennese production of Tristan und Isolde was to take

place on the anniversary of Wagner's death, February 13, 1903. A

January 11 article in the Fremden-Blatt detailed the preparations

for the innovative set designs by Professor Roller:

Preparations for this event began a year ago. The artistic
technicians at the opera were given sketches for the sailship,
the king's castle, and Tristan's burg. It was no small task to
build that ship. Such a vehicle had never appeared on stage.
Mast, parapet, breast shields, ropes, sailcloth, rudder, etc., all
made from solid materials.1 7

At first, Mahler did not wish to reveal the name of his artistic

collaborator. The same article gave an amusing account of Roller's

unmasking:

The technicians began working, not knowing whose sketches
they were following. If a problem arose, they questioned the
director how his 'friend' had intended certain things to be.
In frustration, Mahler replied, 'But my sirs, it is clear the

ship follows the plans of my friend Roller!' He regretted the

1 7"Aus der Theater-Welt: Die neue Wagner Uberraschung bei der Hofoper,"

Fremden-Blatt XI (January 11, 1903), 9.
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outburst, but the name had been revealed.18

The collaborators had some unusual and imaginative ideas for new

set designs for Wagner's work:

Mahler said nowhere was it written that the ship with
Isolde on board had a rough trip. Rather, being so close
to the King's land, it was peaceful. So the ship's flag
will determine the motion of the ship. The flag pole
will have holes through which air is piped to cause the
flag to wave.... A new thing is also planned for the second
act. In order to show the public that this is high in the
forest, only tree-tops will be seen. And when the famous
lovers are under the starry heaven, the public will see an
unusual theater sky. The new stars will sparkle in varying
colors-- violet, blue, and red.19

Although the reviewer had complimentary things to say about the

forthcoming production, he did voice a concern about the practical

nature of such an undertaking:

If this continues [the production of such elaborate sets], our
theater artists must step aside for shipbuilders, carpet
makers, and architects. But luckily, theater storage rooms
will be too small, and so reality will find its limits.2 0

181bid.

191bid.

201bid.
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The production met with some problems, and was therefore

postponed. The idea to perform on the anniversary of Wagner's death

was not achieved. A later article in the Fremden-Blatt described

some of the difficulties:

Alfred Roller is a history-sensitive man who could only
envision Tristan's Burghof entrance at the seashore
level and the terrain of the Burghof with rocks that climb
steeply. At center stage also stands the tall linden tree under
which Tristan dies. When Schmedes- Tristan made
his first attempt to leave Isolde's arms in order to lie
down and die, he could not do so in peace. He kept sliding down
the steep terrain. And later, as Miss Mildenburg-
Isolde sank down next to her lover to share his fate, both slid
downwards. As King Marke movingly attempted to bless the
downward-rolling pair, the mood was, of course, lost. Such
cannot be tolerated at the Hofoper theater! So Professor
Roller directed that the terrain must be flattened so that the
singers who are not mountain climbers should not lose their
footing.21

An article in the Neues Wiener Journal the day of the performance

gives the mood of the public, and their opinions on the extended wait

for Mahler's much-touted Tristan:

At the first rehearsal a number of problems were discovered.

2 1"Aus der TheaterWelt: Mildenburg auf der Gleitbahn, aber nicht bei der

Prater," Fremden-Blatt XLV (February 15, 1903), 11-13.
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Things had to be changed and much time was lost. The date had
to be changed. But now everything is in fine order. We hear
wonderful things.... So one anticipates the premiere. It
begins at 7:00-- that is known, but it is not known when it
will be over- perhaps not until 12:30! The wait is endless! 22

The production finally opened on February 21, 1903. Erwin Stein,

present at the opening, stated:

... it was perhaps the first time that his [Mahler's] ideal of
integrating stage and music wholly succeeded: the pictures
one saw complemented perfectly the music one heard.23

The press gave mixed, though mostly positive critiques. A review in

the Wiener Algemeine Zeitung dated February 25 judged the

performance as "a display of spirited zeal that one rarely sees on

the stage." It goes on to note that the audience "caught this and gave

director Mahler a well-deserved, stormy ovation."2 4 Another review

in the Neues Wiener Tagblatt said of the performance:

All three acts appeared coordinated with music,

22 "Theater und Kunst: Tristan und Isolde Verzierung," Neues Wiener Zeitschrift
(February 21, 1903), 7.

2 3 Stein, op. cit., 11-12.

2 4"Theater, Kunst, and Literatur," Wiener Allgemeine Zeitung (February 25,

1903), 3.
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decoration, and art so that the work was mounted
as the master must have wished it. We can express
it best with Wagner's own words- 'What the painter
with happy eyes sees, what he as artistic person
desires to present with pleasure is brought together
here by all the arts. Through him the scenery was
brought to artistic truth: his designs, his colors,
his warm, life-giving lights, brought about the highest
intention.' 2 5

The reviewer went on to say that the touch of Professor Roller

was obvious. He stated that the sets enabled the audience to "see

the music with the eyes, and touch it with the hands." 26 He said

"nowhere did the singers seem more superfluous. One had the feeling

that the orchestra was one with the scenery and would have been

enough."27

Several critics praised the ingenious lighting system employed

in the performance. Erwin Stein's reaction was positive: "A new

feature was the care taken with the lighting. I remember a beautiful

dawn on the horizon back cloth towards the end of the second act,

2 5 "Theater, Kunst und Literatur: Hofoper," Neues Wiener Tagblatt (February
22, 1903).

2 6The italics are the author's.

2 7 Ibid.
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and again a falling dusk at the end of the third, during the Liebestod.

28 A February 22 review in the Neues Wiener Journal remarked

positively on the lighting: "The poetic harmony of each act, the

coloring and lighting is wonderful. The ship in the first act; one can

feel the rays of sun through Isolde's apartment." 2 9 A negative

review did appear, however, in the Wiener Pikante Blatter of

February 22. The reviewer cited "parts of the stage in mysterious

darkness" due to the lighting director's lack of rehearsal time and

lack of ability.30

The singers were reviewed as well. Anna von Mildenburg as

Isolde received some very mixed reviews. The February 22 issue of

the Arbeiter Zeitung said of her performance: "Miss von Mildenburg

as Isolde had beautiful musical and dramatic moments, but she has

not yet mastered the part." 31  Positive reviews included the Neues

2 8 Stein, op. cit., 12.

2 9 "Theater und Art: Hofoperntheater," Neues Wiener Journal (February 22, 1903).

3 0 "Tristan, Isolde, und Herr Mahler," Wiener Pikante Blatter VIII (February
22, 1903) 2.

3 1"Theater und Kunst: Operntheater," Arbeiter Zeitung III (February 22, 1903).
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Wiener Journal which noted that she "sang Isolde with true

greatness." 32  The Wiener Aligemeine Zeitung pronounced her

Isolde in "the true tragic nature. Her accents came from deep

within, as Wagner understood and formed her. This achievement is

full of wonder." 33

The role of Tristan was sung by Danish tenor Erik Schmedes.

Schmedes later was known for the role of Cavaradossi in Puccini's

Tosca. He was the first to perform the role of Tristan in Vienna.

Schmedes was "a superb Wagnerian hero and a good actor."34

However, unlike Mildenburg, he received primarily negative reviews.

At best, he was not mentioned, or it was noted that this was his

first attempt at the role of Tristan. One reviewer said, "If this

time Mr. Schmedes is not totally free in his role of Tristan, he may

become so in the future. He needs more coloring in the phrasing."3 5

32 "Theater und Kunst," Neues Wiener Journal (February 22, 1903).

3 3"Theater, Kunst, und Literatur: Hofoper Theater," Wiener Allgemine Zeitung

(February 25, 1903), 3.

3 4 Prawy, op. cit., 70.

3 5 "Theater, Kunst, und Literatur: Hofoper Theater," Wiener Allgemeine Zeitung

(February 25, 1903), 3.
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Another reviewer was not so forgiving, as noted in the following

sarcastic comments:

Mr. Schmedes's great love scene of the second act was
lacking in warmth and poetry and masterful handling of the
recitative which we admired so much in Mr. Winklemann
[Schmedes's predecessor]. He was better as a sick
Tristan in Act 111.36

The other singers in the performance received diverse reviews.

Hermine Kittel as Brangane was judged as giving " a believable

performance" 37 and was thought to be a "correct Brangane." 3 8

Richard Mayr sang the role of King Mark. He was reviewed as having

a "beautiful, soft voice, but did not quite feel or live the part." 39

Another critic stated that "Mr. Mayr needed more pain within and

without. He has not yet achieved that."40

3 6"Theater und Kunst: Oper," Arbeiter Zeitung (February 22, 1903).

3 7 "Theater, Kunst und Literatur: Hofoper Theater," Wiener Allegemeine Zeitung
(February 25, 1903), 3.

3 8"Theater und Kunst," Arbeiter Zeitung (February 22, 1903).

39Ibid.

4 0"Theater, Kunst, und Literatur: Hofoper Theater," Wiener Algemeine Zeitung

(February 25, 1903), 3.
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Perhaps the most interesting printed opinions were of Mahler

himself. Most reviews mentioned the ovation the audience gave him

between the second and third acts. The Neues Wiener Tagblatt

stated, "Before the start of the third act, the audience gave Mr.

Mahler a standing ovation. Everyone was on their feet and refused to

sit down until the director acknowledged the applause and took a

bow."41 The general spirit of reception was one of sincere approval

at the new production of Mahler's. An article in the Neues Wiener

Journal on the day of the performance described the Viennese

reaction to Mahler:

Two gentlemen were recently discussing director Mahler in
the foyer of the Hofoper.... "This Mahler cannot be removed!"
"Yes, yes, it can be done." "You believe that? I promise you
that man cannot be overturned." "And why?" "I tell you, the
opera is sold out every evening. The cashier's report are not
secret here as they are in a private theater. Even recently, at
his Fledermaus 8400 crowns were taken in. And so it goes
every evening. One cannot expect more than a sold out house!"
"That is true--so the man cannot be removed." "No." You must
adjust to it. Mr. Mahler knows it too, and follows his goals
with recklessness. 42

4 2 "Theater und Kunst," Neues Wiener Journal (February 21, 1903).

4 1 "Theater, Kunst, und Literatur," Neues Wiener Tagblatt (February 22, 1903).
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Unfortunately, not all the reviews were positive. The February 22

review in the Wiener Pikante Blatter blamed Mahler for several

faults in the performance. The reviewer cited sets that were

incomplete, bad staging, and inconsistent lighting. He continues by

stating:

This was an opera that was presented after a long
absence without much rehearsal. The result was
the Kappellmeister with orchestra, soloists, and
chorus that "drowned" the entire evening. It was a

scandal....When Mr. Director Mahler conducts, there are
numerous necessary and unnecessary rehearsals, so
that all efforts are overly strenuous for all personnel.4 3

This review is the exception. The majority of the reviews were full

of praise and respect for Mahler's production.

The February 21, 1903 production of Tristan und Isolde was

unlike anything the Viennese public had witnessed before. The sets,

designed by Professor Alfred Roller, employed new techniques and

designs never before seen on stage. Gustav Mahler's interpretation

served to further his popularity in Vienna, and provided an

interesting contrast to his later production of Tristan in New York

4 3 "Tristan, Isolde,und Herr. Mahler," Wiener Pikante Blatter VIII (February

22, 1903), 2.
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City at the Metropolitan Opera. The February 22 review in Die Zeit

stated the general feeling about Mahler's performance, "A beginning

has been made, and the credit must go to Mahler."44

During the course of the next four years, Mahler continued to

conduct at the Hofoper in Vienna. He left Vienna in December of

1907 to accept a post in New York. He posted a letter to all the

members of the opera company which stated:

The hour has come that brings our work together to an
end. Departing from the place of work that had become
so dear to me, I herewith bid you farewell... .Never sparing
myself, I have been able [while conducting in Vienna] to
demand that others too should give all that was in their
power to give. In the thick of the skirmish, in the heat of the
moment, neither you nor I have remained unscathed or been
immune from error. But whenever a work was accomplished,
a task fulfilled, we forgot all the toil and effort, feeling
richly rewarded... .To all of you my sincerest wishes for your
further journey through life and for the prosperity of the Court
Opera, the future destinies of which I shall always follow with
the keenest sympathy. 45

4 5Mahler, op. cit, 304-05.

4 4 "Theater und Kunst: Hofoper Theater am 21 Februar," Die Zeit (February

22, 1903).



CHAPTER VI

NEW YORK (THE METROPOLITAN OPERA)

Opera in America had an auspicious beginning. New York's first

taste of opera came on November 29, 1825, with a performance of II

barbiere di Siviglia. An Italian opera company, led by Manuel Garcia,

the Spanish tenor, was recruited by New York impresario Dominick

Lynch. Professor of Italian at Columbia College Lorenzo da Ponte

encouraged the engagement. Prior to this performance, "opera in

New York had consisted of makeshift adaptations of comic pasticios

with spoken dialogue and popular airs inserted in place of difficult

arias." 1 French opera was introduced in 1827, and included Nicolo's

Cendrillion and Cherubini's Les deux journees.

It was not until 1833 that New York was to have its own opera

house. Opening on November 18, 1833, with the American

1lrving Kolodin, Francis D. Perkins, and Susan Thiemann Sommer, "New
York," The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 20 vols., ed. Stanley
Sadie (London: Macmillan, 1980), XIII, 173.
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premiere of Rossini's La gazza ladra, the Italian Opera House

provided Americans with its first permanent place for opera. It was

backed by Lynch and da Ponte, and included works by Rossini and

Cimarosa. Unfortunately, the house did not do well financially. It

was destroyed by fire in 1839. A second attempt at a New York

opera house was made in 1844. Ferdinand Palmo opened Palmo's

Opera House, and introduced, among other works, Bellini's I puritani

and Donizetti's Linda di Chamounix.2

The first successful opera house in New York was the Academy

of Music, located at Fourteenth Street and Irving Place. It opened on

October 2, 1854, with a performance of Bellini's Norma, and

provided New York with its only theater dedicated solely to concert

and opera. It seated 4600, and brought the American premieres of

several works, including Verdi's Rigoletto, II trovatore, La traviata,

and Meyerbeer's L'africaine.3

The Metropolitan Opera House was built in 1883. It was

originally conceived of as a "social gesture by scores of millionaires

2 Ibid.

3Ibid.
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who could not obtain boxes at the Academy of Music."4 Lilli Lehmann

recalled the situation in her memoirs:

As, on a particular evening, one of the millionairesses
did not receive the box in which she intended to shine because
another woman had anticipated her, the husband of the former
took prompt action and caused the Metropolitan Opera House
to rise.5

William H. Vanderbilt funded most of the construction of the new

facility. He had inherited most of his family's fortune from his

father, Commodore Vanderbilt, in 1877. The first choice for a

location was the place where the Biltmore Hotel now stands,

adjoining Grand Central Station. This was unacceptable due to a

clause in one of the deeds to the property that forbade construction

of a theater on the site. Instead, the second choice was taken, that

on Broadway between Thirty-ninth and Fortieth streets. Originally,

it had been hoped that the new facility would have been completed

by October of 1882. This was not the case. The construction took

longer than had been originally planned due to difficulties in

4 lbid.

5Lilli Lehmann, My Path through Life (New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1914)

cited in Irving Kolodin, The Metropolitan Opera 1883-1966: A Candid History, third
edition (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1966), 4.
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obtaining the site, and escalating building costs.6 It was completed

a year behind schedule, and opened on October 22, 1883.

A building had been secured, but no director. The stockholders

of the new house considered several options, and finally decided on

theatrical entrepreneur Henry E. Abbey. His advisor was Maurice

Grau, who continued to be a significant force at the Met until his

death in 1903. During Abbey's one season at the Met he incurred

serious financial losses. His successor was Leopold Damrosch.

Damrosch converted the Metropolitan into a house for German opera

for seven years. He was able to recruit singers from central Europe,

rather than France and Italy, thus saving money on performers' fees.

During his tenure, Rigoletto and La Juive were performed in German,

as well as much of the Wagnerian repertory, including Tannhauser,

Lohengrin, and Die Walkcre. The public responded well, and his plan

continued after his death in 1885. Anton Seidl succeeded him as

director, and continued to perform opera in German. Damrosch's son,

Walter, was retained as an assistant to Seidl. Under Seidl's

direction, the net loss of the theater was not as great as it had been

6lrving Kolodin, The Metropolitan Opera 1883-1966: A Candid History, third
edition (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1966), 5-6.
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under Damrosch. Grau continued as director until the appointment

of Heinrich Conreid on February 14, 1903.

Conreid had been brought to New York in 1877. He placed

emphasis on discipline and stagecraft at a time when the primary

concerns were financial. Toward that end, he made several mistakes

in negotiating with performers:

He showed something less than a complete grasp of

the potentialities of the younger singer. His early

ignorance of Caruso's rising fame and his subsequent

negotiations with the tenor betrayed inexperience
that amounted to an almost irretrievable fumble. 7

Conreid brought to fruition several improvements to the house

conceived of by Grau. Among these were the addition of

counterweights to fly scenery, trap doors in the stage floor, and a

new foyer on the Grand Tier floor to house those without box seats.

Conried announced in 1903 that he intended to perform

Parsifal against the wishes of Cosima Wagner. She stated that she

wanted her husband's last work to be restricted to performances at

Bayreuth. According to Eaton:

7 Quaintance Eaton, The Miracle of the Met: An Informal History of the Metropolitan

Opera 1883-1967 (New York: Meredith Press, 1968), 138-139.
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A storm broke out that has never been equaled in
intensity and duration in the musical world. Two
opposing camps at once threw up bastions labeled,
respectively, "Religion" and "Law." Ministers took
to their pulpits to denounce the "sacrilege"; attorneys
prepared to defend Cosima against this "audacious
Barnum"; critics took sides, for and against, on both
religious and musical grounds....8

He also arranged for the premiere of Strauss's Salome. This caused

another "storm," and three days after its opening, it was withdrawn.

Conreid was a controversial director, and it was to this atmosphere

that Gustav Mahler arrived in 1907.

8tbid., 147.

1 1 1 I



CHAPTER VII

ANTON SEIDL, ARTURO TOSCANINI, AND TRISTAN

Mahler was not the only interpreter of Tristan in New York. To

properly examine Mahler's New York Tristan, an investigation must

be made into other interpretations. The most significant of these

are those of Anton Seidl and Arturo Toscanini.

The New York premiere of Tristan took place on December 1,

1886, performed by Hungarian conductor Anton Seidl (1850-1898).

Seidl was considered one of the greatest interpreters of Wagnerian

works, perhaps due to his personal association with the composer.

Hans Richter, well aware of Seidl's potential,

sent him [Seidl] off to Wagner, to whom he became secretary
and assistant in 1872, making himself indispensable. 'What
would I do without my Seidl?' Wagner would ask.1

Seidl left conducting posts in Leipzig and Bremen to come to the

1Harold C. Schonberg, The Great Conductors (New York: Simon and Schuster,
1967), 184.
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Metropolitan Opera in 1885. His Wagnerian repertory included not

only Tristan, but Lohengrin, Die Meistersinger, Das Rheingold,

Siegfried, and GbtterdAmmerung. Although his primary focus was

opera, he attempted an expansion by taking over the podium at the

Philharmonic concerts. He was not as successful there; however, he

did introduce Dvorak's New World Symphony to New York audiences.2

The young Wagnerian disciple gained a reputation for the

unyielding effort he put forth when undertaking one of Wagner's

works. His New York debut was on November 23, 1885. With that

performance of Lohengrin, Seidl:

won [from audiences] an enduring esteem not only for
scholarship, but also for temperament. He was one
of the younger disciples of Wagner- he was only thirty-five
when he came to America- and his sudden death in 1898
left a void that was not filled until Gustav Mahler
arrived in 1908.3

Seidl's premiere of Tristan und Isolde was a success. The New

York Tribune ran a three-day review of it on December 2, 3, and 5,

2Ibid., 185.

3Kolodin, op. cit., 91.
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and called the performance "finer than those of Bayreuth."4 The New

York audience was unprepared for it, and the reactions were

astounding. Eaton stated:

Tristan und Isolde excited more comment, more abuse,
and more admiration than any other work.... Many regarded
its production as hazardous, but a more emphatic, even
unqualified, success could not be imagined. All during the
first act the audience sat in breathless suspense, and at the
curtain a scene of enthusiasm the like of which had rarely been
witnessed greeted the principals and the conductor.... First
place had to be accorded to Anton Seidl, for his achievement
with the orchestra.5

The New York Times review of the performance was not quite

as positive, although it cited the performance as "a notable one, and

its brilliancy was to have been expected." It stated that "the tribute

paid the opera and its performance last night was simply intended as

homage to the rare characteristics of the music drama and to the

excellence of its representation." The review was decidedly biased

against the Wagnerian movement in New York, and went on to report:

5 Eaton,op._cit., 76.

4"Music: Wagner's Tristan und Isolde," New York Tribune (December 2, 1886),12.
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It would... be absurd to proclaim that it [the performance]
is likely to be attended with consequences of unusual
moment, or to seek in a natural expression of interest in a
remarkable art work any serious iconoclastic tendency
on the part of the public. Still, there is no question that some
queer people will discern in it a determination on the part of
the public to overthrow its ancient gods and unite in the cult
of Richard Wagner. That a small, noisy, and in respect of its
most loud-mouthed leaders, noisome and rather uncultured
faction of the public has long been ready to do so goes without
saying. There is slight danger, however, that the bulk of the
community will join in the worship of the few and that the
eternal laws of beauty and the dictates of common sense will
be disregarded in deference to either will power or
clamor....We should not be surprised if Wagnerianism, pure,
simple, and exclusive as genuine Wagnerianism must be, has
said its final word in New York.6

He went on to note that:

... the point in which the public is most interested is whether
the general result bears any fair proportion to the endeavor--
whether Wagner supplies an equivalent for what he casts
away--and as he casts away well-nigh everything except
Wagner, it must be conceded that the equivalent which may
be claimed is somewhat formidable--whether the game is
worth the candle.7

7lbid.

6"Tristan and Isolde: For Once Wagnerites Have It All Their Own Way," New York
Times (December 2, 1886), 5.
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The New York Times critic praised the orchestra for its "rich and

homogenous tone," and its ability to perform as well as the

orchestra heard in Bayreuth, though in reduced numbers. He

complimented the performances of Lottie Lehmann (as Isolde) and

Albert Niemann (as Tristan). He stated that the "love scene on

shipboard must be particularly alluded to as a masterly example of

delicately expressive lyric declamation." Of Seidl's performance as

conductor, he was equally complimentary. He said:

... the cuts made in the score--and they were not few--were,
we suppose, effected by the conductor, and were judicious.
Thanks.. .to Herr Seidl's vigorous and impassioned tempos,
the music-drama was begun and ended within the reasonable
space of four hours.8

Although the New York Times critic compared the previous year's

production at Bayreuth to the Metropolitan's December 1, 1886

production in every aspect, the New York production fared favorably.

The statement alluding to the shortened version of the score perhaps

provides additional reasons for Mahler's abbreviated New York

8 "Tristan and Isolde: For Once Wagnerites Have It All Their Own Way," New York

Times (December 2, 1886), 5.
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performances of Wagner. New York audiences were not fond of long

works.

The anti-Wagnerian (and by association, anti-German) opera

movement found its goal in the spring of 1890. The Metropolitan

stockholders had grown more and more weary of German opera. To

voice their displeasure, they began talking through performances.

This brought the dissatisfaction of the stockholders to the attention

of the management. The essence of the conflict is summed up in an

article in the New York Times in February of 1890. The writer

stated:

The annual dispute as to the rights of man to talk in an opera
house has broken out with its customary severity. Persons
who have come to New York to see the sights... are surprised
when they hear a sudden outburst of sibilant sound not down in
the score. These are the admonitory hisses of the three--
dollar men and women who sit in the orchestra stalls and grow
weary under the constant down-dripping upon their
heads of diamonds of speech from the thirty-two-
hundred-dollar ladies and gentlemen in the boxes.9

It was made known to the public that opera performed

exclusively in German would not be heard in the next season's

repertory, and that the focus would be on Italian and French works.

9"Opera House Rights," New York Times (February 2, 1890).
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Seidl's last performance of Tristan during that season was a

triumph:

The final Tristan on March 20 [1890] brought the most
brilliant audience of the season--one of the finest
ever in the house. Wreaths, innumerable curtain calls,
and a tusch for Seidl (highest compliment an orchestra
can pay its leader) glorified the night hours. The final
matinee surpassed the evening, if possible.10

Seidl's tradition of Wagnerian performances was continued in

January of 1908, with the first of several presentations of Tristan

by Gustav Mahler. Seidl presented the premiere of the work, and

Mahler continued in the same tradition, favoring Wagner's works.

During Mahler's tenure at the Met, another significant

interpreter of Wagner burst on the scene. Arturo Toscanini became a

pioneer of a new style of conducting. To achieve an understanding of

the situation in which Mahler was active, a brief discussion of

Toscanini's work is necessary. Harold Schonberg said Toscanini was:

... a highly objective conductor and the greatest of all
the literalists. His literalism manifested itself in
many ways, and it was something that went far beyond
merely observing in a faithful manner the printed
notes and the composers' expression markings. It was

10Eaton, op. cit., 83.
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a total revulsion against the Austro-German tradition,
against the Wagnerian concept of fluctuation of tempo.
Even more: Toscanini represented a musical objectivity
as intense in its way as the subjectivity of Wagner,
Bclow, and Mahler. Where they kept putting themselves
into the music, using the score as a vehicle for self-
expression, Toscanini was equally determined to keep
himself out of the score. 11

George Szell shared this opinion of Toscanini. He allowed that the

major characteristic of Toscanini was that he "wiped out the

arbitrariness of the post-romantic interpreters. He did away with

the meretricious tricks and the thick encrustation of the

interpretive nuances that had been piling up for decades."12

Toscanini began his association with the Metropolitan Opera in

1908. The new general manager, Giulio Gatti-Casazza, engaged him,

and he remained at the Met for seven seasons. Toscanini wanted to

conduct Tristan for his debut. Alma Mahler said of the

confrontation:

Toscanini had gone so far as to make it a condition
that the first production at which he was to conduct
should be Tristan, an opera Mahler had already studied

11Schonberg, op. cit., 254.

12 George Szell, quoted in Schonberg, op. cit., 252.
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with the company. Weary of conflict he gave Tristan
up. Toscanini immediately took it in hand and rehearsed
it all over again in a manner entirely different. Mahler
bitterly resented this and took no further pleasure
in opera in New York.... Instead of thanking him [Mahler],
Toscanini from the first moment contemptuously
ignored him. He even went so far as to hold him up
to scorn during rehearsals. He was always telling the
orchestra that Mahler 'could not do that' and that he
had no understanding of Tristan.13

Toscanini conducted Tristan at the Met for the first time on

November 27, 1909. After deliberating at great length as to the

nationalistic origin of the ship in the production, as well as the

question of Tristan's capabilities as a captain, the New York Tribune

review was satisfied with asking the question, "What matter how

Tristan steers his ship so long as he and his companions guide our

heart and mind and imagination aright in their interpretation of the

lyric drama?" He went on to answer his own question:

Signor Toscanini cared for that yesterday. His was
a beautiful reading of the musical text; and if it was
not of the verbal also, the fault did not lie with the

conductor, to whom the language of the performance
was foreign, but with the performers. The language of the
drama was foreign to Signor Toscanini; the spirit

1 3 Toscanini did not make his debut with Tristan, but instead he debuted with

Aida on November 16, 1908. Alma Mahler, Gustav Mahler: Memories and Letters

(1946) revised edition ed. Donald Mitchell (New York: Viking Press, 1969), 145.
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was not. Into that he had penetrated deeply, and its
potentialities of sensuous beauty as well as dramatic
truthfulness were brought to the notice of the listeners
as they have seldom, if ever been before at local
representations of Wagner's masterpiece. 14

The final portion of this review indicates that the writer preferred

Toscanini's interpretation to that of Mahler. This was not the case

with the New York Times review. The review of the same

performance cited Mahler's interpretation as superior. He wrote:

For Mr. Toscanini, as he has before made evident, the
statue is very apt to stand in the orchestra and the
pedestal on the stage. That, at least, is the ultimate
result of his reading, and of the weight and emphasis
that he throws on the orchestra. His climaxes were
often, as we have said, overpowering; but it was sometimes
difficult to tell by the ear alone whether or not there
was a singer singing behind the orchestra. We have
heard from Mr. Mahler how the orchestra in "Tristan" and
others of Wagner's later music dramas can give
eloquent utterance, can build up climaxes, and can
express the sum of all he attributes to it, and yet
hide the tone and even the enunciation of no singer's
voice.1 5

14 "Yesterday's Operas: Tristan und Isolde at the Metropolitan Opera House,"
New York Tribune (November 28, 1909).

15"Tristan und Isolde at Metropolitan: Mr. Toscanini Conducts the Work for the

First Time in New York," New York Times (November 28, 1909), 11.
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It is obvious that even though Toscanini's tenure at the Metropolitan

lasted fifteen years longer than Mahler's, certain elements of New

York operatic society preferred Mahler's work to Toscanini's. The

following chapter will explore the aspects of Mahler's work with

Tristan at the Metropolitan Opera.



CHAPTER VIII

MAHLER'S NEW YORK TRISTAN

Heinrich Conreid engaged the musical services of Gustav

Mahler on June 10, 1907. The June 15 issue of Musical America

listed some of the new conductor's responsibilities:

Besides being the principal conductor at the Metropolitan,
in which position he will have complete control of the
orchestra, he will also have much to do with the producing
of operas.1

The contract was made official in August, and Mahler arrived in New

York on December 21. In a New York Times interview conducted in

his hotel suite, Mahler stated:

I have been looking forward with pleasure to my
engagement in America....I am thoroughly in sympathy
with the season which Mr. Conried has planned, and
I hope to be able to contribute something in an artistic

lAt the Metropolitan," Musical America VI:5 (June 15, 1907), 1.
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way. I shall make my first appearance here on January
1 or 3 with Wagner's music drama Tristan und lsolde.2

Mahler was not alone in his anticipation of his forthcoming debut,

nor the subsequent season. Richard Aldrich suggested:

The coming of Gustav Mahler... will be an important
event in this musical season.... For Mr. Mahler is at
the present time one of the most distinguished
personalities in the world of music. He is admittedly
one of the greatest and most individual conductors.
He is also conspicuous as a composer, but here his
achievements are still subject to great debate and contention,
as, in fact, are those of almost all who at the present day
produce music.3

Mahler made his debut on January 1, 1908, as planned. The

cast originally included Olive Fremstad as Isolde, who was later to

sing Isolde under Toscanini's baton, Anton van Rooy as Kurwenal,

Robert Blass as King Mark, and Ludwig Burgstaller as Tristan.

Burgstaller allegedly became ill, and he was replaced by Heinrich

Knote. The New York Times reported that Burgstaller was hoarse,

2"Conductor Mahler Here for the Opera, Noted Interpreter of Mozart's Works

Will Conduct Wagner, Beethoven, Mozart, and Weber," New York Times (December
22, 1907), 9.

3 "Interesting Career of Gustav Mahler, Vienna's Famous Composer, Who Takes his
Place as Conductor of Opera in New York," New York Times (December 29, 1907), 2.
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but the Musical Courier suggested that Mahler preferred Knote's

Tristan, and was thus exercising his authority over the cast.4

In addition to Mahler's control over casting decisions, it is

possible to glean information regarding his musical interpretation

of Tristan from journalistic sources. The majority of reviewers

were highly complimentary of Mahler's command of the orchestra,

and the manner in which he brought out single lines of melody both

in the instruments and the voices.

The New York Times review of the January 1 performance

cited Mahler's tempos as unusual compared to those of previous New

York interpretations. Aldrich stated:

His [Mahler's] tempos were frequently somewhat
more rapid than we have lately been accustomed to;
and they were always such as to fill the music with
dramatic life. They were elastic and full of subtle
variations.5

The New York Tribune critic agreed with Aldrich. He wrote that

the performance was:

4 Leonard Liebling, review of Tristan und Isolde, Musical Courier LVI:2 (January
8, 1908), 20.

5 Richard Aldrich, review of Tristan und Isolde, New York Times (January 2,

1908), 9.
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livelier in tempo in many portions than we are used to, and
inasmuch as the acceleration of tempo in nearly every
instance inured to the benefit of the dramatic effect, to that
extent admirable--eloquent in phrasing, rich in color,
elastic in movement, and always sympathetic with
the singers.6

The New York Sun reviewer noticed the unusual tempos. He wrote,

"tempi familiar in late years were changed here and there.

Accelerations and retardations of high value were employed." 7

Few reviewers had negative comments about Mahler's selection

of tempos. The Post critic did not approve. He wrote that the

"opening scene of act two was a little hurried; the Liebstod [sic] was

robbed of its climax for the sake of the singer's voice."8 Lawrence

Gilman, critic writing for Harper's Weekly said of Mahler's tempos:

In the matter of tempo, Mr. Mahler does not appear to have
that sure and instinctive sense of what is appropriate and

6 "Herr Mahler and Wagner's Love Drama," New York Tribune (January 2,

1908), 7.

7Review of Tristan und Isolde, New York Sun (January 2, 1908), 7.

8 Review of Tristan und Isolde, The Evening Post (January 2, 1908), 7.
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inevitable which, as Wagner conceived, is the ultimate test
of fitness in a conductor.9

The negative press concerning the tempi chosen by Mahler

indicated a small, but vocal group of opera-philes resistant to

change. Mahler's tempos were new to New York audiences. In a later

article , Richard Aldrich conveyed his opinion on the issue:

It was noted in this journal that Mr. Mahler's tempi in
"Tristan" are in some passages somewhat more rapid than
we have been accustomed to- whereby he is differentiated
at once from the prevailing Baireuth [sic] school of conductors
upon whom the influence is always toward deliberation and
even dragging of the movement. Mr. Mahler's tempi in "Tristan"
are made for the enhancement of the dramatic effect, to keep
the blood of life pulsing in the score; yet there was nothing
subversive in them or destructive of the musical values. The
skillful and elastic modification of tempo is one of the
touchstones of a fine dramatic conducting, and in this
instances of it through the score; take, for instance, the
approach to the climax of the prelude. How often is this driven

on with an obvious hurrying of the beat! Mr. Mahler made an
acceleration that was well nigh imperceptible as it advanced,
yet when he arrived at the climax the beat was materially
increased. 10

9 Lawrence Gilman, review of Tristan und Isolde, Harper's Weekly LII (January 25,

1908), 30, cited in Zoltan Roman, Gustav Mahler's American Years 1907 -1911: A

Documentary History (Stuyvesant, New York: Pendragon Press, 1989), 58.

1ORichard Aldrich, review of Tristan und Isolde VI (January 5, 198), 4.
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This new style of conducting did not appeal to everyone, but the

overall success of Mahler's debut was indicative of New York's

desire for musical change.

The issue of cuts to the score allowed the controversy to

continue. It is well documented that Mahler refused to make cuts in

his productions at the Hofoper. Alma Mahler wrote:

Mahler in Vienna, whether as Director of the Opera
or conductor of the orchestra, was intransigent in the
extreme. He permitted no cuts in Wagner and imposed
five or six hours' performances on the public.1 1

Yet he was willing to do so in New York. Alma Mahler continued by

stating that her husband's willingness to make cuts was, in part, due

to his changed view of the world after learning of his heart

condition. The death of their child helped to intensify his views on

mortality. Alma wrote that Mahler spent half of each day in bed so

as to save his strength for performances and rehearsals. 12

The press held mixed opinions on the issue. The Evening Post

reviewer noted approvingly:

11Alma Mahler, op. cit. 135.

12_bid., 129.
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It should be added that one of the pleasant surprises of the
performance was the evidence it afforded that he [Mahler]
approves of cuts. The second act has never before been so
short; it lasted from 9:30 to 10:22, and the excisions were
even more extensive than Seidl's.... The whole opera was over
at 11:37.13

Leonard Liebling, reviewing the performance for the Musical Courier

gave attention to the question by stating "There is nothing important

or essential left out in Mahler's reading [of Tristan], and it is in all

respects the best this town has experienced." 14

The negative review from Lawrence Gilman in Harper's Weekly

concerning Mahler's tempos continued with regard to cuts. Gilman

wrote:

It should be said... that Mr. Mahler sees fit to cut the music
of "Tristan" with ruthlessness and a lack of regard for its
dramatic relationships that are, one must confess, a little
shocking. 15

Again, it is probable that the dissenting opinion of Gilman was

indicative of a small group of New York audience members and

13 Review of Tristan und Isolde, The Evening Post (January 2, 1908), 7.

14 Leonard Liebling, review in Musical Courier LVI:3 (January 15, 1908), 22.

15 Gilman, op. cit., 30.
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critics favoring the continuation of traditional conducting styles.

The majority of opinions were commendatory. This suggests that

Mahler's cuts were made with dramatic sensitivity, and a sense of

theatrical continuity that could only have been achieved through

careful score study. In a letter to Leo Slezak, Mahler addressed the

controversy, and provided a definitive answer to the question of his

cuts:

As concerns the 'cutting affair'...I do not wish to get
caught up in a controversy in this matter any more
than in any other. The situations in Newyork [sic]
and Vienna cannot be compared. I go for three months
to a theatre enterprise which, considering it in its
entirety for five months of the year, in its total
organization resembles more an Italian stagione.... I
cannot hope to reform the personnel, the public, etc., in
these few weeks and I must first accommodate myself
to the cutting practices customary over there. Especially
since the primary concern is to convince the public-which
stays away disgusted from the careless performances-
through convincing efforts to attend again and to stay to the
end of the performances. 16

The positive reception of Mahler's Tristan continued into the

next season. The primary issue concerning critics and audience

members was the question of who conducts Tristan better-

16 Letter dated Summer, 1908, from Toblach, Villa Altschluderbach, cited in

Zoltan Roman, op. cit., 153-154.
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Toscanini or Mahler. As might be expected, both men held favor with

the press. Toscanini's reviews have already been discussed.

Mahler's Tristan of the 1908-09 season was premiered on

December 23. The New York Sun writer hinted that the difficulty in

determining whether Mahler of Toscanini performed Tristan better

was useless:

Tristan und Isolde was performed last night at the
Metropolitan Opera House for the first time this season,
and Gustav Mahler, who has been in town for some weeks,
made his first appearance in the conductor's chair.
Doubtless this event will arouse in inquisitive
minds a profound desire to know who conducts Wagnerian
works better, Toscanini or Mahler. The asking of such
questions is the futile practice of indolent minds. 1 7

The New York Times review praised Mahler's performance by saying:

Mr. Mahler's reading of the work [Tristan], as it was made
known last season, is a marvelously subtle one, in which
the orchestra part is elaborated with a wonderful fullness
of detail, perfect modeling of phrase, and adjustment of tonal

17 Review of Tristan und Isolde, New York Sun (December 24, 1908), cited in

Zoltan Roman, op. cit., 192-193.
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values; one that is penetrated by an unceasing and richly-
flowing tide of dramatic life, full of innumerable nuances and
significant modifications of tempo....18

The Sun reviewer also noted Mahler's subtle reading of the score:

It is undeniable that we have heard a more passionate tumult
in some of the great climaxes of emotion, but it is quite as
true that Mr. Mahler works the chords of feeling while
preserving a finely adjusted poise throughout his
interpretation. 1 9

The critics as a whole brought up the issue of refinement in their

reviews of the performance. Most stated that after the performance

of the previous season, Mahler could not have improved, but that his

obvious attention to dramatic detail indicated his dedication to the

score.

Perhaps the transition from the fiery, tempestuous leader seen

in Vienna to the older, more urbane conductor of New York was now

complete. His performances of Tristan in New York seemed, on the

surface, less wrought with emotion, and more passive than those of

18 Richard Aldrich, review of Tristan and Isolde, New York Times (December

24, 1908), 7.

19 Review of Tristan und Isolde, The New York Sun (December 24, 1908), 5,
cited in Zoltan Roman, op. cit., 193..
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his earlier appointments. Closer scrutiny revealed a growing

devotion to dramatic truth, both with regard to personnel and to

musical considerations. His dismissal of Burgstaller as Tristan

conceivably indicated Mahler's desire for control of his

performances in every capacity. It is interesting to note that Knote

remained in the cast as Mahler's Tristan for the rest of Mahler's

tenure in New York. It is certainly possible that Burgstaller's

dismissal was not due to illness, but rather to Mahler's desire for,

what was in his mind, a perfect performance. Mahler's perspectives

on cuts and tempi proved to be the primary questions in the press.

His decisions were, as a rule, approvingly reviewed by the critics,

with few exceptions. Even with the advent of the "Toscanini Era,"

Tristan was to remain a central work in Mahler's repertory until his

departure from the Metropolitan Opera in 1910. He continued his

work, conducting selected New York Philharmonic performances

during the next season. He returned to Vienna and died in 1911.



CHAPTER IX

CONCLUSIONS

Tristan und Isolde remained at the core of Gustav Mahler's

conducting repertory for most of his career. It has been suggested

that although Mahler's interpretation of it did not change

meaningfully from his first performance of it in Hamburg to his

final presentation of it in New York, the materials with which he

had to work, the personnel and facilities at his disposal, and the

audiences who criticized him all played a vital role in the aspects of

the interpretations that did change. Among these were set designs,

tempo changes, cuts to the score, and vocal changes.

The reasons for these changes are numerous. One possible

reason involves the question of human nature. As Mahler matured

musically, his perception of the work perhaps changed as well.

Tristan is a complex work, and he attained the goal of most

conductors in that he was able to enhance new aspects of the work

88
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with each production. This is evidenced by the critical accounts in

newspapers from Hamburg to New York. Reviewers were motivated

to discuss different aspects of each performance, yet the collected

reviews from each performance brought out the same issues. For

example, newspapers critiquing the 1903 performance in Vienna

were primarily concerned with the examination of set design and

blocking. Reviews of the 1908 performance discussed the musical

quality inherent in Mahler's conducting. The December performance

of that same year saw reviews primarily focused on the achievement

of nuance and rhythmic subtlety in Mahler's work. This indicates a

change in the perspective of those critics reviewing Mahler's

performances, and perhaps the critics observed the elements of the

performances Mahler saw as significant.

A major issue of Mahler's conducting centers on the question

of cuts to the score. In Vienna, he was noted for performing

Wagner's works, including Tristan, in their entirety. Performances

would last four and five hours, and this was observed by reviewing

journalists. However, upon his arrival in New York, Mahler's

attitude toward cuts changed. He was praised for his discreet cuts

to the score by some reviewers, and encouraged to rethink his
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position on cuts by others. As previously stated, reasons for his

change of mind are varied. Alma Mahler suggested it was due to her

husband's newfound respect for his mortality, as manifested in his

reduced physical exertion on the podium. Harold Schonberg put forth

the opinion that Mahler felt American audiences were less cultured

than Viennese, and therefore would not be aware of any changes to

the score. Mahler wrote that his new practice was simply in keeping

with performance practices already established at the Metropolitan.

The question of Mahler's tempos proved to be another

controversial issue. Viennese reviews avoided the issue except

when praising the tempos, while New York reviews focused on it.1

As a whole, the American critics found them to be faster than those

to which they had become accustomed. The faster tempi were

warmly received.

Toward the same result, New York audiences favored cuts to

scores, particularly those of Wagner. Contrast this with the

Viennese, who wanted operas presented in their entirety. To most

New York audiences, a four or five-hour performance was not

1This reflects a difference in importance given to questions of interpretation by

European and American critics.
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acceptable.

There is no doubt that the connection between the music of

Mahler and that of Wagner was intimate. Mahler's intense

familiarity with the Wagner's operas, including Tristan, provided

him with the tools necessary to glean valuable compositional insight

from the older artist. Mahler's perception of Tristan from the

podium allowed him to question his own ideas of composition and

musical production. It encouraged him to alter his own idea of the

Gesamtkunstwerk, both as composer and conductor. Hence, the

Tristan of New York proved very different from those of earlier

posts. Indeed, the mature and insightful New York performances of

Tristan allowed the listener at least partial access into the mind of

the mature Gustav Mahler.



APPENDIX A

MAHLER'S OPERA PERFORMANCES IN NEW YORK

Gustav Mahler served as director at the Metropolitan Opera in

New York City from January 1, 1908 until March 21, 1910. During

that time he conducted fifty-four performances of eight works, and

six concerts. These performances took place both in New York City

and during Metropolitan Opera tours. Note the vast difference in

number of performances between the 1908-1909 season and the

1909-1910 season. Mahler's time at the podium was greatly reduced

in his last season in New York due to his failing health.

1908-1909 season

WORK

January 1, 1908

January 9, 1908
January 18, 1908
January 23, 1908
January 27, 1908
January 24, 1908

DATE

Tristan und Isolde
(Mahler's debut)

Tristan und Isolde
Tristan und Isolde (matinee)
Don Giovanni
Don Giovanni
Tristan und Isolde
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January 28, 1908
February 3, 1908
February 7, 1908
February 11, 1908
February 12, 1908
February 18, 1908
February 19, 1908
February 27, 1908
March 4, 1908
March 7, 1908
March 20, 1908
March 26, 1908
April 1, 1908
April 3, 1908
April 8, 1908
April 9, 1908
April 11, 1908
April 14, 1908
April 16, 1908

Tristan und Isolde
Tristan und Isolde
Die WalkOre
Die WalkOre
Don Giovanni
Don Giovanni
Siegfried
Siegfried
Siegfried (matinee)
Siegfried
Fidelio
Fidelio
Fidelio
Don Giovanni
Die WalkOre
Don Giovanni
Tristan und Isolde (matinee)
Die WalkOre
Siegfried

1908-1909 season

December 23, 1908
January 4, 1909
January 7, 1909
January 13, 1909
January 16, 1909
January 18, 1909
January 21, 1909
January 26, 1909
February 4, 1909
February 19, 1909
February 20, 1909
February 22, 1909
February 25, 1909
February 27, 1909
March 11, 1909

Tristan und Isolde
Tristan und Isolde
Tristan und Isolde (matinee)
Le Nozze de Figaro
Le Nozze de Figaro (matinee)
Le Nozze de Figaro
Le Nozze de Figaro
Le Nozze de Figaro (Philadelphia)
Le Nozze de Figaro (Brooklyn)
Prodans Nevesta (Met premiere)
Fidelio
Prodans Nevesta
Prodans Nevesta (Philadelphia)
Le Nozze de Figaro
Prodans Nevesta
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March 12, 1909
March 15, 1909
March 17, 1909

1909-1910 season

March 5, 1910
March 9, 1910
March 17, 1910
March 21, 1910

Tristan und Isolde
Prodana Nevesta
Prodana Nevesta

Pikovaya Dame (Met premiere)
Pikovaya Dame
Pikovaya Dame
Pikovaya Dame
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APPENDIX B

TRANSLATIONS OF VIENNESE REVIEWS

ARBEITER ZEITUNG 2/22/1903

THEATER AND ART

Opera Theater. The twentieth anniversary of Wagner's death

performance of Tristan und Isolde, newly studied and newly cast,

took place yesterday and assembled a large, receptive, and approving

audience. The refinement of detail was ensured by the name Mahler.

The audience showed its approval to the director as he appeared in

front of the orchestra just before Act Ill, with a minute-long

ovation. The new cast brought memories of previous ones which

today's did not reach. Not that we would speak of today's cast

members with disdain. Wagner placed on his Tristan singing

technique, musical talent, and formation, as well as intellect such

colossal demands, that one must have respect for each one. But we

1The author is indebted to Mrs. Helen Stauffer for her translations.
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have seen and heard everything better and certainly from artists

who did not grow up with Wagnerian music as did those today.

Fr~ulein Mildenburg as Isolde had beautiful musical and dramatic

moments, but she has not yet mastered the part. Mr. Schmedes' great

love scene of the second act was lacking in warmth and poetry and

masterful handling of the recitative (Sprech-gesang), which we

admired so much in Winkelman. He was better as a sick Tristan in

Act Ill. Mr. Mahr excelled in freedom of expression and showed his

beautiful, soft voice but as King Marke, he did not quite feel or live

the part. Fraulein Kittel was a correct Brangane. Mr. Preuz as Hirt

was very brave. Of the new set decoration particularly the Burg of

the third act, with its plastic hilly terrain, is very effective.
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FREMDEN-BLATT 1/11/1903

Nervousness at the Euryanthe Rehearsal- Rehearsal at the

Hofoper Theater- The Right to Nervousness- the Newest

Wagner Surprise at the Hofoper: Tristan und Isolde- The

Presentation Wonders of the New Tristan Staging- the New

Ship and the Realistic Props- the Garden of Isolde- the

Twinkling Heavens- the Silent Spring

On the Opera Ring, efforts are being made these days to fulfill

the artistic, honored duty of newly studying Weber's Euryanthe.

Director Mahler led the first rehearsal yesterday with orchestra.

Naturally, there was much that needed correction and he stopped the

practice frequently. One musician, who played wrong, called out,

"Sir Director, we are completely nervous." "You mean you are

nervous because of me?" said the director. "I am only one person

and I make you nervous. How much more right have I then to be

nervous, there are three hundred of you."

But the rehearsal continued, for Gustav Mahler had a new

rehearsal temperament. For weeks he had lived only for Tristan und

Isolde, Wagner's work that is expected to be ready for the
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anniversary of the Meister's death on February 13.

It is hard to believe, but we will see this new presentation on

the Hofoper stage. It will be the artistic performance of the opera

season.

Preparations for this event began a year ago. The artistic

technicians at the opera were given sketches for the ship, the King's

castle, and Tristan's burg. The director spoke much about the

sketches. He informed us that he had enlisted a third artist whose

life's work was Tristan und Isolde. He would not give the name [of

the third artist]. He wanted it to be anonymous.

Soon the models of the boat, Isolde's garden, and the Burghof

appeared. They were art works of careful precision.

The technicians began working, not knowing whose sketches

they were following. If a problem arose, they questioned the

director as to how his "friend" had intended certain things to be. In

frustration, Mahler replied, "But my sirs, it is clear that the ship

follows the plans of my friend Roller!" He regretted the outburst,

but the name had been revealed.

Professor Alfred Roller from the Secession. It was no small

task to build this ship. Such a vehicle had never appeared on stage.
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Mast, parapet, breast shields, ropes, sailcloth, rudder, etc., all made

from solid materials- wood, canvas, etc. The belly of the ship was

attached to the floor of the stage. No more drawings of a ship, but

the actual ship. The tent of Isolde was there, complete with carpet.

All the decorations were as Wagner imagined his kingly ship to be.

Nothing was drawn on the stage. No more paint brush magic, because

that illusion disturbs our illusion.

If this continues, our theater artists must step aside for

shipbuilders, carpet makers, and architects. But luckily, theater

storage rooms will be too small, and so reality will find its limits.

That is not to say that the sailboat will not be a showpiece of the

highest order- worthy of the Vienna Hofoper!

The ship will not sway as it comes across the stage as did the

"Afrikanerin" (1866), Don Pedro's ship. Those on the upper deck

swayed, while those on the lower deck who stood on the floor had no

trouble singing.

Mahler said nowhere was it written that the ship with Isolde

on board had a rough trip. Rather, being so close to the king's land,

it was peaceful. So, the ship's flag will show the motion of the ship.

The flag pole will have holes through which air is piped, causing the
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flag to wave.

The quarterdeck, which has fifty to sixty sailors on it, will be

strongly supported with iron rods. It is here that the new Tristan,

Mr. Schmedes, will stand, next to the navigator.

A new thing is also planned for the Second Act. In order to

show the public that this is high in the forest, only tree-tops will be

seen.

And when the famous lovers are under the starry heaven, the

public will see an unusual theater sky. The new stars will sparkle in

varying colors--violet, blue, and red.

A sparkling brook will splash soundlessly in Isolde's garden. It

is made of glass so as not to disturb the loving duo.

We have other wonders to report. About fifty to sixty thousand

crowns have been contributed so this miraculous work can be

purchased. The Burghof will have hilly, rocky terrain built of wood

and covered with a moss carpet. Tristan and Isolde will die under a

giant Linden tree. Roller wanted a birch, but Mahler insisted on the

linden tree because Wagner lets the wounded hero rest in the shade

of the Linden.
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The most interesting thing about the third act, however, will

be the painted fifty-seven meter canvas background.
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FREMDEN-BLATT 2/15/1903

Postscript to the Ghosts in the Burg Theater- How Does One

Obtain True Ibsen Style- Josef Rainz and his Negative

Balance as Osvald- Georg Reimers with and without

Illusion- the Finished Tristan und Isolde- Staging at the

Hofoper Theater- Professor Alfred Roller's Youngest

Heavenly Body- Tristan (Schmedes) and Isolde (Mildenburg)

on the Slide but not at the Prater- Adolf Sonnenthal in the

Beer-Town: Pilsen

The Hofoper theater is making art history more difficult, for

the apparatus is much bigger. The new staging of Tristan und Isolde,

with every man working for months, could not be completed by

Wagner's anniversary-day. It is the stage decoration of the set

director, Professor Roller, of whom we spoke earlier. Notably, it is

not the giant ship of the third act that caused the delay, but the

Burghof of the third act.

Alfred Roller is a history-sensitive man who could only

envision Tristan's burghof entrance at sea level, and the terrain of

the Burghof (at mid-stage) with rocks that climb steeply. At center
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stage stands the tall Linden tree, under which Tristan dies. When

Schmedes (Tristan) made his first attempt to leave Isolde's arms in

order to lie down and die, he could not do so in peace. He kept

sliding down the steep terrain.

And later, as Miss Mildenburg (Isolde) sank down next to her

lover to share his fate, both slid downwards. As King Marke

movingly attempted to bless the downward rolling pair, the mood

was, of course, lost. Such mistakes cannot be tolerated at the

Hofoper theater, so Professor Roller directed that the terrain should

be flattened so that the singers who are not mountain climbers

should not lose their footing. And so the entire foundation had to be

sawed apart. The single "rocks" were put on wagons so that the

Burghof could be assembled quickly.

Not only the closing act, but also the second in Isolde's garden

experienced many alterations. The spring with the silent splashing

had to be done away with. Miss Mildenburg explained that she was

afraid that as she hurried to meet Tristan through the tree-lined

path, she might fall into the reservoir. A wonderful color scheme is

prepared for the famous "night of love" for the lovers. Roller has

prepared special sketches with new lighting which the technicians
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must translate into reality. We will be astounded at the results.

The moon, for instance, which was a color of the old school- we

mean a yellow moon- will, in the new Roller staging, appear violet.

We have seen, by chance, the glass colors, and must admit that not

even at the chemist's have we seen such color mixing. We have

nothing against the violet-colored set moon. However, we do not

think it appropriate for Tristan. One doesn't change color until one

is in his fifties. For the modern Paris moon of Charpentier's Louise

the Roller heavenly body would have been excellent.

The event of the new Tristan staging still holds the Vienna art

world in suspense, and already director Mahler has revealed to

various parties his next venture- Charpentier's Louise. So nearly all

the Hofoper personnel are staying in Vienna.
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NEUES WIENER ZEITSCHRIFT 2/21/1903

Theater and Art: Behind the Coulisen- the Certain

Director's Chair-Candidate Felix Motti- from the Cashier's

Reports of the Hofoper- Tristan und Isolde Designs-

Miracles

In the foyer of the Hofoper, two gentlemen were recently

discussing director Mahler. He [Mahler] is a popular theme for

discussion, especially now that Mottl has such an impressive

following in Vienna.

"Do you believe,"asked one, "that Mottl's following will hurt

him [Mahler]?"

"How?" said the other. "Mahler cannot be fired!"

"Yes, yes, it can be done."

"You believe that? I promise you that man cannot be fired."

"And why not?"

"I tell you, the opera is sold out every evening. The cashier's

reports are not secret here, as they are in private theaters. Even

recently, at Die Fledermaus, 8400 crown were taken in. And it is
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like that every evening. One cannot expect more than a sold out

house."

"That is true- so the man cannot be fired."

"No. Do not worry."

The man cannot be removed, no. So now you know. You must

get used to it. Mahler knows it too, and follows his goals with

recklessness.... Now he stands at a crossroads. The new staging of

Tristan und Isolde. Regretfully, it was not possible to prepare the

opera for yesterday's anniversary of Wagner's death. But, a few days

earlier or later does not matter. The reasons were the difficulties

with the set decorations. Mr. Mahler had two first rate artists at

the opera, but that was not enough for him. So he asked Professor

Roller from the Secession to finish the sketches. At the first

rehearsal, a number of problems were discovered. Things had to be

changed and much time was lost. The date had to be changed. But

now everything is in fine order. We hear wonderful things,

especially the rocks on which Tristan rests. Not only the rocks, but

the ship of Act one is a masterpiece of art. So one anticipates the

premier. It begins at 7:00--that is known, but it is not known when

it will be over--perhaps not until 12:30! until The wait is endless!
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NEUES WIENER JOURNAL 2/ 2 2/ 1 9 0 3

THEATER AND ART: HOFOPER THEATER

Yesterday, Tristan und Isolde appeared on the stage in the new

form given by Professor Roller. We will speak of it often in the next

few days, perhaps first of the artistic presentation of the work,

then the new cast.

The poetic harmony of each act, the coloring, and the lighting

are wonderful, as are the ship in the first act. One can feel the rays

of sun through Isolde's apartment. This is Herr Schmedes's first

time to sing Tristan. Herr Mahr sang King Marke with dignity.

Fraulein Mildenburg sang Isolde with true greatness. Gustav Mahler,

the director, received a minute-long standing ovation.
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NEUES WIENER TAGBLATT 2/2 2/1903

Theater, Art, and Literature

Hofoper Theater: In yesterday's performance of Wagner's Tristan

und Isolde there was nearly as much to see as there was to hear.

The work was set in new scenery and much more organized from the

ground up. All three acts appeared coordinated with music,

decoration, and art, so that the work was lifted as the master

[Wagner] must have wished it. We can express it best with Wagner's

own words- "what the painter with happy eyes sees, what he as an

artistic person desires to present with pleasure is brought together

here by all the arts. Through him the scenery was brought to

artistic truth: his designs, his colors, his warm, life-giving lights,

brought about the highest intention."

The artist was recognizable from the first scene on. The ship,

the tent, the bed, the chest, the cupboard with the medicines, the

drinking cup, etc. The costumes harmonized with their colors. One

could see the music with the eyes, and touch it with the hands. The

King's burg reigned in the moon-light. A sparkling heaven turned

yellow at the dawn, then turned the gray of leaving this earth.
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Nowhere did the singers seem more superfluous. One had the feeling

that the orchestra was one with the scenery and would have been

enough. Before the start of the third act, the audience gave Mr.

Mahler an intoxicating ovation. Everyone was on their feet and

refused to sit down until the Director acknowledged the applause

and took a bow.
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WIENER ALLGEMEINE ZEITUNG 2/25/1903

Theater, Art, and Literature

Hofoper Theater: The long delayed performance of Wagner's

Tristan and Isolde finally took place on Saturday. Those who have an

eye and ear for the character of performances will have noticed the

display of spirited zeal that one rarely sees on the stage. Our

audience caught this and gave director Mahler a well-deserved,

thunderous ovation.

Fraulein Mildenburg as Isolde has the true tragic nature. Her

emotion came from deep within, as Wagner understood and created

her. This is a wondrous achievement. The tragic tone of the first

act requires more than the love or the death scene of the second act.

If Schmedes was not totally comfortable in his portrayal of Tristan,

he may become so in the future. He needs more coloring in the

phrasing. Fraulein Kittel as Brangane- her soft voice gave a

believable performance. King Marke, performed by Mahr, needed more

anguish within and without. He has not yet achieved that. Wagner's

work has now received the best and most worthy scenic display. In

1861 the Vienna Opera had engaged Wagner for the performance of
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Tristan. Not until October 4, 1883, seven months after his death, did

a performance take place.
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WIENER PIKANTE BLATTER 2/22/1903

Tristan, Isolde, and Mr. Mahler

On 13 February, the twentieth anniversary of the death of the

great master of sound, Richard Wagner, worthy of commitment,

found the direction of the Hofoper and enclosed Tristan und Isolde in

completely new casting and staging for the sum of 50,000 crowns.

All the preliminary work for the grand performance and the

hurry to complete the sketches and models as quickly as possible

was for nought because, in the meantime the director transferred

the artistic design work to a friend of his father-in-law.

The artists were cast aside for the Professor who had no

previous experience in stage work. This was strange terrain for him.

So the thirteenth of February arrived and Tristan und Isolde did

not take place, but rather the hundredth performance of Marschner's

Hans Heiling.

This was an opera that after a long absence and without much

rehearsal was presented. The result was the director with

orchestra, soloists, and chorus "swam" the entire evening. It was a
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scandal. The staging was bad. Walls did not fit. Part of the stage

was in mysterious darkness.

The only reason for such error is that the lighting director had

no ability and no time. There was no time for even one rehearsal.

When Director Mahler directs, there are extremes: both

necessary and unnecessary rehearsals so that all effort is overly

strenuous for all personnel. This is not unusual. Recently Don Juan

and Margarethe had the same fate.

After the extreme slackness allowed by the artistic direction,

the Wagner operas were the only saving grace for Mahler, which he,

until now, produced. Now the same operas are produced as a

beginning for a novice- as an experiment.

At the Vienna Hofoper all the operas of the masters have been

produced according to exact arrangements and have received the

highest respect.

Richard Wagner was a noted stage manager and producer. His

works are artistic and glittering in form and should be presented for

all time. No stage manager with artistic understanding would dare

to jolt what the great master found to be good.
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Richard Wagner, the great musical poet and distinguished

producer might turn over in his grave if he knew that his Tristan had

become a dilettante experiment.

The sketches for Act I were a total failure. The set

decorations were impossible to use and had to be changed. The

sketches for Act II are amateurish. For Act III, a new horizon has

been created which, for the longest time, did not work. If the stage

inspector and engineer were true stage technicians, they would know

how to engineer these things. The entire massive, complicated

construction of Act Ill is complete nonsense. The professor wanted

the gate to the Burg to be at the water's edge, while the Burg itself

to be on a rocky cliff. Rocks are made of plastic painted to look like

moss.

Until now, the time between acts is three-quarters of an hour.

The opera itself is four hours. So at the end we will not say "good

night," but rather "good morning" to one another.

The technical construction was, until now, full of errors and

senseless hindrances to the performance. For three weeks the

carpenters have sawed and cut and put it together so that all

decorations have changed a great deal. This was quite a task.
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Without the necessary training in art, as in painting, or drawing, one

must not attempt to undertake such an assignment

In addition to all this misery, which is seen at rehearsal,

comes the knowledge that the Hofoper has no experienced stage

technician and lighting director. At last year's stage productions in

Bayreuth, where Germany's best technicians and machinists were

working, there was enormous surprise that the Vienna Hofoper had

no qualified people. They don't know that under the present regime

everything is possible.
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DIE ZEIT 2/22/1903

Theater and Art: Hofoper Theater on 21 February

The New Presentation: Professor Alfred Roller, the creator of the

set design for Tristan und Isolde was prepared to give Wagner ['s

opera] a more realistic performance. Wagner's work sought to unite

the arts in "music drama." The arts lived in unity with Wagner's

spirit, although compromises had to be made. Act I: The ship goes

across the stage diagonally. The wind shows the movement of the

ship. The colors distinguished the backdrop from the ship, the tent,

etc. Act II: Isolde's garden- a black-blue, star-filled summer

night. The moon casts bluish shadows. A veil goes over the heavens.

The moon turns dark violet and is yellow at the dawn. The entire

effect is harmonious. Act III: On Tristan's burg- again a blue sky

over land and sea. In the background is the burg. The foreground has

the Linden under which Tristan dies. The battle at the end takes

place under a rising terrain.

Here is the reason for the new stage design: architecture

plays a part in set decoration. A beginning has been made; the credit

must go to Mahler.
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APPENDIX C

EXCERPTS FROM NEW YORK REVIEWS

NEW YORK TIMES 11/28/1909

Mr. Toscanini last season showed that his biggest ambitions at

the Metropolitan Opera House were directed toward conducting of

the greatest and most exacting of Wagner's music-dramas, by

claiming the performance of "Gtterdammerung." To this he has now

added that of "Tristan und Isolde," and he conducted it yesterday

afternoon for the first time in New York. There was another very

large audience, which revealed its own quality by the rapt attention

paid to it. It was the kind of audience that refutes by its numbers,

its understanding, and its silence the silly talk that occasionally is

heard of the obsolescence of Wagner in New York.

The performance was one that might well rivet the attention

of a gathering of intelligent and sympathetic listeners. Mr.

Toscanini was, as he so often is in the performances he conducts,

119
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the dominating force; and this one differed from others of the same

work chiefly in the respects in which he made it. There was a spirit

of indescribable exaltation and intense passion animating it

throughout. His treatment of the orchestral score was remarkable

for its wonderful euphony and richness of tone, the surge of emotion

that swept throughout, the unceasing elucidation of every dramatic

detail, and the building up of overwhelming climaxes....

But his reading of the score was a cruel one for the voices.

For Mr. Toscanini, as he has before made evident, the statue is

very apt to stand in the orchestra and the pedestal on the stage.

That, at least, is the ultimate result of his reading, and the weight

and emphasis that he throws on the orchestra. His climaxes were

often, as we have said, overpowering; but it was sometimes

difficult to tell by the ear alone whether or not there was a singer

singing behind the orchestra. We have heard from Mr. Mahler how the

orchestra in "Tristan" and others of Wagner's later music dramas

can give eloquent utterance, can build up climaxes and can express

the sum of all he attributes to it, and yet hide the tone and even the

enunciation of no singer's voice. It is the logic and the necessity of

the aesthetic theory of Wagner's music dramas that this must be the
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right proportion. There is evidence enough and to spare that this

was what Wagner wished--and found that he seldom obtained. It is,

indeed, much more difficult to obtain such a balance between

orchestra and voices, and yet have the modelling and proportion of

the orchestral part such as to express all its meaning, than it is to

obtain from the orchestra all that it can give. But it is perhaps too

much to expect that this way--of which Mr. Toscanini offered such a

magnificent specimen--should not the more deeply impress the

public.
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MUSICAL AMERICA (VI:5,1) 6/1 5/1 907

At the Metropolitan

A report that was circulated in New York early in the week to

the effect that Heinrich Conried had secured Gustav Mahler, the

noted conductor of the Royal Opera in Vienna, for next season, was

confirmed on Tuesday, when a cable received from Mr. Conried at the

Metropolitan Opera House stated that the contract had been signed on

Monday....

Besides being the principal conductor at the Metropolitan, in

which position he will have complete control of the orchestra, he

will also have much to do with the producing of operas....
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NEW YORK TIMES (p.9) 12/22/1907

Gustav Mahler, composer and conductor of the Royal Court

Theatre [sic] in Vienna, arrived yesterday on the Augusta Victoria to

conduct works of Wagner, Beethoven, Mozart, and Weber at the

Metropolitan Opera House.

"I have been looking forward with pleasure to my engagement

in America," said Mr. Mahler, when seen at his apartment in the

Hotel Majestic. "I am thoroughly in sympathy with the season which

Mr. Conried has planned, and I hope to be able to contribute

something in an artistic way. I shall make my first appearance here

on January 1 or 3 with Wagner's music-drama "Tristan und Isolde."

... The Mozart and Beethoven operas will be staged and presented

exactly the same way they are in Vienna.... Later in the season I shall

probably conduct some concerts at which I hope to present one or

two of my own symphonies.
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NEW YORK TIMES (p.2) 12/29/1907

Interesting Career of Gustav Mahler,

Vienna's Famous Composer, Who Takes his

Place as Conductor of Opera in New York

The coming of Gustav Mahler... will be an important event in

this musical season.... For Mr. Mahler is at the present time one of

the most distinguished personalities in the world of music. He is

admittedly one of the greatest and most individual of conductors. He

is also conspicuous as a composer, but here his achievements are

still subject to great debate and contention, as, in fact, are those of

almost all who at the present day produce music....

It must be confessed that his acceptance of the appointment in

New York was a surprise to all who knew of Mahler's personal

qualities, his ideals and methods as a conductor, and the conditions

that prevail at the Metropolitan Opera House, that necessarily must

prevail there as long as it remains what it is in the musical and

social life of this community. In Vienna he was a dictator, with

funds almost unlimited, with power to enforce all his wishes as to

casts, rehearsals, scenic decoration, interpretation, and he had no

hesitation in enforcing them to the utmost. It is perhaps, needless
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to say that whatever may be given him nominally in New York, he

will, in actual practice, have no such free hand. But such an iron

will as Mahler's, joined to such a genius for conducting and for

organization, as all accounts agree that he possesses, will

accomplish much....

Mr. Mahler's coming to New York as conductor may be expected

to offer much of the same sort of absorbing interest that has been

felt in the appearance here of the numerous great conductors who

have made recent musical seasons notable--Weingartner, Mottl,

Strauss, Colonne, Henry Wood, and the others.
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MUSICAL COURIER (LVI:2, 20) 1/8/1907

... Hardly a single critic on our dailies omitted to inject

mention of Seidl in the report of last Wednesday's "Tristan und

Isolde" performance at the Metropolitan....

What has the dead and gone Seidl to do with the vital and

present Mahler?...

Seidl was an excellent leader, but he lacked the individuality,

personality, and mentality of a man like Mahler. The latter lives in a

time when the orchestral boundaries and their application are

considerably wider that in the day of Seidl, and the musician who

wielded the baton last Wednesday has made himself a master of the

modern orchestra not only by conducting it, but also by writing for it

music which exhausts the possibilities of every instrument in the

body orchestral. Mahler's conducting of "Tristan und Isolde" was a

tremendous achievement, and revealed the score in absolutely new

aspects, intellectual, poetical, and musical....

In ordering fifteen rehearsals for "Don Giovanni," Mahler...is

following the precedence of the legitimate school of opera of the

Continent of Europe, and proving what respect he has for Mozart;s
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profound work, which is usually thrown aside in New York as an

evidence of what a few "stars" can do.
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NEW YORK TIMES (p.9) 1/2/190 8

The German works have had scant showing at the Metropolitan

Opera House so far this winter. Their time has come now, however,

with the coming of Gustav Mahler to occupy the chief place in the

conductor's chair. He made his first appearance before a New York

audience last evening, conducting the first performance given there

this season of "Tristan und Isolde."

... There was enough here to key up the interest of the lovers of

Wagner's great tragedy to a high pitch, and there was the promise of

a performance remarkable in many respects. The promise was kept,

and more than kept. The performance was indeed a remarkable

one....The influence of the new conductor was felt and heard in the

whole spirit of the performance.... His tempos were frequently

somewhat more rapid than we have lately been accustomed to; and

they were always such as to fill the music with dramatic life. They

were elastic and full of subtle variations.

Most striking was the firm hand with which he kept the volume

of orchestral sound controlled and subordinated to the voices. These

were never overwhelmed; the balance was never lost, and they were

allowed to keep their place above the orchestra and to blend with it
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always in their rightful place. And yet the score was revealed in all

its complex beauty, with its strands of interwoven melody always

clearly disposed and united with an exquisite sense of proportion

and an unerring sense of the larger values. Delicacy and clearness

were the characteristics of many passages, yet the climaxes were

made superbly effectual. Through it all went the pulse of dramatic

passion and the essence of fine musical beauty.
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NEW YORK TRIBUNE (p.7) 1/2/1908

Herr Mahler and Wagner's Love Drama

Herr Mahler... is a newcomer whose appearance here, while full

of significance, is not likely to excite one-half the interest in New

York that his departure from Europe did on the other side of the

water. This will seem paradoxical in Germany, where the density of

ignorance of what musical conditions are outside of the environs of

German cities which enjoy opera houses supported by municipal or

national subsidies, is a phenomenon of a character simply

incomprehensible to a public that has been familiar with all that is

best in operatic art for a quarter of a century.

But this raises a question that can better be discussed at some

other time and in some other place. It is enough for the present that

it was easy to recognize in Herr Mahler's work last night that he is

master of his art whom New Yorkers will take particular delight to

honour. He was welcomed with an unusual and cordial demonstration

last night.... There can be no question of the amiability of such a

proceeding on the part of the public, though there might of the New

York public's judgement and knowledge, of which our foreign friends,

and even our self-conceited native artists, profess at times in other
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climes to have a poor opinion. Nevertheless, Mr. Mahler did honour

himself, Wagner's music and the New York public. It was a

strikingly vital reading which he gave to Wagner's familiar score...

but those who expected new things from him in the way of stage

management, which has been a feature of his administration of the

Imperial Opera in Vienna, must have been woefully disappointed.

There were some changes in the first stage picture from that which

has for years been equally familiar and absurd, but the changes only

accentuated the absurdities. We have at last attained a mastless

ship, with shrouds running up into nothingness and illustrating a

score of other absurdities....

The performance was livelier in tempo in many portions that

we are used to, and, inasmuch as the acceleration of tempo in nearly

every instance inured to the benefit of the dramatic effect, to that

extent admirable--eloquent in phrasing, rich in color, elastic in

movement, and always sympathetic with the singers,
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NEW YORK SUN (p.7) 1/2/190 8

The house was as large as it might have been on a Caruso

night....The applause was general and prolonged.... Mr. Mahler looked

happy... .There was no doubt as to the impression he and the

performers made upon the auditors.

It was a notably good performance, filled with vitality and

voicing a conception of high beauty. The guiding hand of Mr. Mahler

was discernible in every musical detail of the interpretation; he

read the score with refinement, with poetic feeling, and with an

artist's consideration for the ensemble... .Tempi familiar in late

years were changed here and there. Accelerations and retardations

of high value were employed. But best of all, the eloquent variety of

Wagner's instrumentation was displayed by the simple process of

bringing out clearly every solo phrase, while the harmonic and

contrapuntal background was never slighted. Mr. Mahler knows well

how to hunt Wagner's melody.
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NEW YORK TIMES (p.4) 1/5/1908

Last week's performance of "Tristan und Isolde" was doubly

interesting from the disclosure made of the powers of two artists.

Gustav Mahler and Olive Fremstad. Mr. Mahler's conducting resulted

in a reading of the score that is comparable with the best that New

York has known--the readings of Anton Seidl and of Felix Mott. It

was on the whole, a finer reading than Mottl's, conceived in a larger

mold, with all its finesse and subtlety, and with a greater power in

the dramatic climaxes. Refinement and poetic insight were the

salient characteristics of it. In the old days of Seidl there used to

be complaint from the boxes, so it is said, that the music of

"Tristan" was too soft, that it was not possible to converse

comfortably without arousing anger in the pit. It was this kind of

reading that Mr. Mahler achieved.

It seemed likely last Friday night that he was a man who will

give New York music lovers some interesting experiences. His

methods in the conductor's chair are straightforward and direct. His

beat in uncommonly sharp, decided, and angular, and his attention is

alertly directed at all points, seemingly, at once. It is significant

that his left hand was almost constantly used in the "Tristan"
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performance to check and subdue. He gives the unmistakable

impression of a man commanding authority and of keen insight.

It was noted in this journal that Mr. Mahler's tempos in

"Tristan" are in some passages somewhat more rapid than we have

been accustomed to- whereby he is differentiated at once from the

prevailing Baireuth [sic] school of conductors upon whom the

influence is always toward deliberation and even dragging of the

movement. Mr. Mahler's tempos in "Tristan" are made for the

enhancement of the dramatic effect, to keep the blood of life pulsing

in the score; yet there was nothing subversive in them or

destructive of the musical values. The skillful and elastic

modification of tempo is one of the touchstones of fine dramatic

conducting, and in this respect Mr. Mahler showed himself a master.

There were innumerable instance of it through the score; take, for

instance, the approach to the climax of the prelude. How often is

this driven on with an obvious hurrying of the beat! Mr. Mahler made

an acceleration that was well nigh imperceptible as it advanced, yet

when he arrived at the climax, the beat was materially increased.

It followed from the poetic subtlety and refinement of Mr.

Mahler's reading that the voices were given rights of which it is
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certain Wagner never intended them to be deprived. Chief of these it

is to be heard, and (if the singer's diction is of the true kind)

understood. The orchestral part had all its beauty, all its dramatic

power and effectiveness; it had all the contrast and variation of

power, of accent, of crescendo, and climax. Yet it did not drown the

voices, and here, too was an added beauty brought into prominence

that has not always been heard in Wagnerian performances, that of

the blending of voices with the orchestral tone. How beautiful was

the sound of Brangaene's warning song from the tower in the second

act, as sung by Mme. Homer--who, it should be said, has seldom sung

this part with a more opulent beauty of voice.

Mr. Mahler is a conductor after Wagner's own heart in his

instinctively right feeling for the pervasive melody of the

orchestral score. He seeks what Wagner called the "melos"and never

lets it sink from its position of preeminence.

Altogether he is a man with some very high ideals and some

deeply cherished memories of great conductors at their work.
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MUSICAL COURIER (LVI:3, 22) 1/15/1908

In its account of the second performance of "Tristan und

Isolde," under Mahler, the Press says:

"Many persons who heard the last act of 'Tristan und Isolde'...

wondered whether Mahler would have dared to present Wagner's

score in such abbreviated form abroad, or whether he had reserved

this slashing for the 'musical barbarians' of New York...."

On the other hand, the Tribune finds Mahler's adjustments very

satisfactory and says so.

In spite of the length of the Press arguments, its critic is

wrong this time, and THE MUSICAL COURIER awards the decision to

the Tribune critic. As Mahler gives "Tristan und Isolde", the work

appears at its best, shorn of much useless detail and musical

tautology. There is nothing important or essential left out in the

Mahler reading, and it is in all respects the best this town has

experienced.
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